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Internet of things has made connected devices and appliances widely available and 
tablet devices are common household items. This study focuses on technical user 
interface design challenges and requirements for user interface design of controlling 
complex home appliances with tablet devices. 
There is a literature review about available controlling technologies and usability 
heuristics related to tablet and mobile devices. An Android test application was created 
and tested with four test users to find out how well those heuristics work and are 
covered. That application was tested against the regular user interface of a dishwasher 
and task completion times and errors were noted down. Test users were asked to answer 
a questionnaire regarding the heuristics and how well the implementation performed. 
Tablet devices should be evaluated using regular usability heuristics, but besides 
them they require mobile specific heuristics, such as easy of input, screen readability 
and glancability, physical interaction and ergonomics and privacy and social convention 
taken into account.  
The results showed that a tablet user interface was able to outperform its regular 
counterpart in task completion times and in number of errors. The implementation also 
covered those heuristics in a more comprehensive way. But among test persons the 
most benefit was with users who were familiar with tablets and not with dishwashers. A 
test user who wasn’t familiar with tablets but was with dishwashers performed tasks 
faster and with fewer errors with regular user interface. 
In conclusion a tablet user interface enabled users who were familiar with tablets to 
perform tasks faster and with less errors. Those users were also more satisfied with a 
tablet user interface than a regular one. On the other hand a test user with little 
experience of tablets and familiarity with dishwashers was able to perform tasks faster 
an with less errors with the regular user interface. A tablet user interface was able to 
offer extra benefits and efficiency to users, but regular user interface should be also 
available to satisfy users who are not familiar with mobile devices. 
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1. Introduction 
Internet of things (IoT) as a concept means pervasive presence of smart, connected things 
and appliances around us [Chaouchi, 2010]. This includes devices and technologies such 
as RFID tags, sensors, actuators, mobile phones etc. interacting with each other to offer 
advantage to their users [Atzori et al., 2010]. There are a lot of potential and possible uses 
available for this technology. 
Gubbi et al. [2013] divided applications into four domains: 1) personal and home, 2) 
enterprise, 3) utilities and 4) mobile. In this classification personal and home domain is at a 
scale of an individual person or an home, enterprise is at a scale of a community, utilities 
at a national or regional level and mobile spreads across these domains [Gubbi et al., 2013]. 
Personal and home domain means using sensor information with security, 
entertainment, health and utilities and appliances in personal use and home [Gubbi et al., 
2013]. This domain includes ubiquitous healthcare, such as gathering information about 
patient by sensors. Control of home equipment is another big field included in this 
domain. 
Enterprise domain means using sensor information in a work environment. This 
includes environmental monitoring and managing of utilities of buildings, such as heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and lightning. Sensors have been always part of 
factory and building security and automation and thus clearly a part of this IoT domain. 
Smart environment is a large and growing field of enterprise IoT. 
Utilities domain means using sensor information for services. This domain is more 
service than consumer oriented and includes smart grids, video and media surveillance 
and water network monitoring. 
Mobile domain means smart transportation and smart logistics. Besides increasing 
efficiency, applications in these domains can also reduce noise and pollution caused by 
traffic and prevents traffic jams. This domain includes vehicle tracking and monitoring 
and enables efficient logistics management [Gubbi et al., 2013]. 
 In Figure 1 Borgia [2014] divided application domains into smaller sections by 
functions and presents related applications connected to these sections. Smart home 
domain is highlighted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Internet of things application domains and related applications [Borgia, 2014] 
The scope of controlling home appliances is mostly in the home domain. In this 
domain IoT can mean controlling of appliances, such as air conditioners, washing 
machines and other household utilities, entertainment systems, security systems and 
surveillance [Gubbi et al., 2013]. Besides being controlled by mobile devices, appliances 
can also send notifications back to user via email or social media, for example washing 
machine can send a notification when the program is ready. 
Tablet computers and mobile devices have become affordable everyday gadgets and 
are widely used. These devices are mostly used for leisure purposes, but also commercial 
applications exist in industry. For example, many smart TVs can be controlled by using a 
smart phone or a tablet computer. But how about controlling home appliances with 
mobile devices? Mobile devices, embedded hardware and sensors are inexpensive and 
common technology so implementation of remote controlling is plausible. 
 Using tablet devices to control home appliances should give enough advantage over 
direct control of the device or over other means of controlling the device. Remote 
controlling will add additional costs to the appliance in terms of extra hardware and 
software development. So the benefits should overcome these added costs. 
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This study is eliciting and defining requirements for this kind of remote controlling 
using tablet devices. It focuses on these research questions: 
1) What technical challenges are there for user interface design of complex home 
appliance control application? 
2) What kind of user-interface requirements do tablet devices require to beat their 
regular counterparts? 
This study tackles the above research questions by first doing a literature review on 
topic for background knowledge and requirements elicitation. Then a proof of concept 
demo application is developed to redefine the requirements and test feasibility of this 
application in practice. The expected outcome of the demo is to have practical knowledge 
of this field by conducting few user tests to the application. This should give good 
requirements as an output for such an application and answer the research question 
whether this application is feasible or not. 
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2. Tablet devices and communication technologies 
2.1. Tablet computers, handheld computers and mobile devices 
What is a tablet computer? A definition from Macmillan states that a tablet computer, or a 
tab, is a mobile computing device, larger than a mobile phone, that can browse the internet, 
handle email, play music and video, and display e-books. The user controls it by touching 
the screen [Macmillan Publishers Limited, 2015]. This definition gives a good idea what 
kinds of devices are in question. 
Handheld computers are a subcategory of mobile devices. Goodwill Community 
Foundation divided them into tablet computers, e-readers and smartphones [Goodwill 
Community Foundation, 2015]. 
On the other hand, Systems Audit and Control Association [ISACA, 2010] used a broader 
classification. They divided mobile devices into groups of 1) smartphones, 2) laptops and 
netbooks, 3) tablet computers, 4) portable digital assistants (PDAs), 5) USB storage devices and 
wireless dongles, 6) digital cameras, 7) radio frequency identification (RFID) devices and 8) 
infrared-enabled (IrDA) devices such as printers and smart cards [ISACA, 2010]. 
Definitions for handheld computers and mobile devices are arguable. Common 
attributes for handheld devices are that they are portable and they allow you to do similar 
things as what you would do with regular computers. 
As this study focuses on tablet computers as base for controlling complex home 
appliances, then tablet computers and other similar devices, like smartphones and e-book 
readers are going to be characterized a bit more in-depth. But first history of mobile 
devices is going to be covered briefly. 
2.2. History of mobile devices 
Mobile phones first appeared in 1950’s as car-bound devices [Agar, 2003]. These 
devices were heavy and consisted of several parts, but yet they could be easily installed in 
a car. In the 80’s hand-holdable mobile phones became available [Farley, 2005]. 
In the 90’s first devices with computer functionalities appeared, such as Nokia 9000 
Communicator [Farley, 2005]. In the year 2007 Apple announced iPhone [Cohen, 2007], a 
touch-screen featured smartphone, which is the design basis for most current 
smartphones. Table 1 summarises different smart phone products from various years and 
their key features. 
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Table 1 Key smartphone product milestones, 1997–2009 [West and Mace, 2010] 
Mean while first types of handheld computers were pocket sized scientific calculators 
in the 70’s [Polsson, 2015]. After that, during the 80’s, various handheld and pocket 
computers became available.  In the 90’s various PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) were 
introduced, such as Apple Newton MessagePAD and Palm Pilot [Polsson, 2015]. Those were 
pocket size computers with large touch screen (related to their physical size) and they 
included various applications. 
Starting from the 70’s lots of pocket size game machines became available. In the 70’s 
and 80’s they usually featured a single game, but in 1989 Nintendo introduces Game Boy, a 
pocket size console [Dillon, 2011]. It used interchangeable cartridges and was bundled 
with Tetris game. Various other pocket size game consoles with interchangeable media 
became available after that [Dillon, 2011]. 
Most cameras are hand-holdable, and Sony started portable audio device boom with 
its Sony Walkman cassette player [Laugesen and Yuan, 2010; Kakihara and Sørensen, 2002]. 
Besides offering audio playback on the go, Walkman also supported the mobile life style 
of people going to places without physical limitations [Kakihara and Sørensen, 2002]. 
In the 2000’s digital technology was taking its place in mobile technology. Already in 
the 90’s cassette players were superseded by digital CD and MiniDisc players, and later on 
during 2000’s with MP3 players [Wee, 2003]. It also happened with film cameras, which 
were gradually replaced by digital cameras during 2000’s [Lucas Jr. and Goh, 2009]. In the 
phone with built-in QWERTY keyboard marketed in Europe as a replacement for a small laptop. However, the 9000
weighed 397g and was not a major sales success. The first US ‘‘PDA phone’’ was Qualcomm’s 1998 pdQ based on the Palm
OS, but like the Nokia 9000 it was too large and heavy (285 g) fo a cellphone, and found only a small audience.
In 1998, Nokia, Psion, Motorola, and Ericsson banded together to create the Symbian joint venture to produce a mobile
phone OS. The first Symbian smartphone (the Ericsson R380) shipped the following year.
By 2001, both the device size and the design choices began to more closely match what customers wanted. These
include the Handspring Treo 180 (2001) and RIM BlackBerry 5810 (2002) in North America,5 and the Ericsson p800 (2002)
in Europe. Also released at this time were mobile phones based on Microsoft’s Windows, but phone makers’ concern about
Microsoft’s supplier power forced Microsoft to partner with second-tier Asian manufacturers eager to gain market entry
using Microsoft’s brand and access to key enterprise buyers.
In its first 5 years selling smartphones, RIM surpassed Palm OS and Windows for dominance in North America;
elsewhere in the world in it had little impact, garnering only 8% of 2006 global smartphone shipments. The leading
smartphone vendor in 2006 was Nokia, with 50.2% of the world market, while Symbian OS was the leading smartphone OS,
with 67% share of an estimated 77 million phones sold (Canalys, 2007). Since its initial Nokia 9000 smartphone, Nokia
developed 10 subseq ent models in its Communicator fa ily, t most of its smartphone sales come either from phones in
more traditional form factors or those (such as the E61, E62, and E71) that resemble the RIM BlackBerry.
When the iPhone was announced in 2007, the most successful converged phones in terms of actual data usage in the US
and Europe were the business-oriented e-mail devices, led by the RIM BlackBerry. The BlackBerry’s basic screen and
keyboard layout has been copied by a wide range of competitors, including the Palm Treo, Nokia E-series, Motorola Q, and
Samsung Blackjack.
Efforts to create a converged entertainment device were much less successful. The Nokia N-Gage gaming phone,
launched in 2003, wa a spectacular failure,6 as was (on a much sm ller scale) the TapW ve Zodiac, a converged PDA and
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Table 1
Key smartphone product milestones, 1997–2009.
Datea Company Smartphone Platform Browser Screen Input
1997 Nokia Nokia
Communicator
9000
GeOS Proprietary
(xHTML)
640!200 gray Compact keyboard
Sept. 1998 Qualcomm pdQ Palm-OS Proprietary 160!160 B&W Stylus
March 1999 Ericsson Ericsson R380 Symbian OS WAP only 360!120 B&W Stylus
2000 Nokia Nokia
Communicator
9210
Symbian Series
80
HitchHiker 640!200 color Compact keyboard
Oct. 2001 Handspring Treo 180 Palm OS Blazer 160!160 B&W Stylus and thumb
keyboard
March 2002 Research in
Motion
BlackBerry 5810 BlackBerry OS WAP only 160!160 B&W Thumb keyboard
May 2002 Audiovox Thera Pocket PC Pocket Internet
Explorer
240!320 color Stylus
Dec. 2002 Sony Ericsson p800 Symbian UIQ Opera 208!320 color Stylus
Aug 2006 Nokia E61 Symbian S60 WebKit (S60) 320!240 color Thumb keyboard
March 2007 Nokia N95 Symbian S60 WebKit (S60) 240!320 color Numeric pad
June 2007 Apple iPhone iPhone WebKit (Safari) 480!320 color Touchscreen
July 2008 Apple iPhone 3G iPhone WebKit (Safari) 480!320 color Touchscreen
Oct. 2008 HTC G1 (Dream) Android WebKit 480!320 color Slide keyboard
Oct. 2008 Research in
Motion
BlackBerry 9530
‘‘Storm’’
BlackBerry OS Proprietary 480!360 color Touchscreen
Nov. 2008 Nokia 5800 Symbian S60 WebKit (S60) 640!360 color Stylus and touchscreen
April 2009 HTC Magic Android WebKit 480!320 color Touchscreen
June 2009 Palm Pre webOS WebKit 480!320 color Touchscreen and thumb
keyboard
June 2009 Apple iPhone 3GS iPhone WebKit (Safari) 480!320 color Touchscreen
June 2009 Nokia N97 Symbian S60 WebKit (S60) 640!360 color Touchscreen and slide
keyboard
Nov. 2009 Motorola Droid Android WebKit 854!480 color Touchscreen and slide
keyboard
a Date of first customer release where available; otherwise, date of public announcement.
5 Previous BlackBerry models were e-mail centric devices similar to two-way pagers, while the 5810 was the first BlackBerry that also supported
voice calls.
6 The N-Gage was not as commercially popular as Nokia [predicted], having sold, by the end of 2005, less than half of the minimum six million units
that had been Nokia’s target. (N-Gage, 2007). One problem Nokia faced was attr cting video games to a new gaming platform in competition with three
major consoles and one (soon to be two) portable game platforms from console makers.
J. West, M. Mace / Telecommunications Policy 34 (2010) 270–286274
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era of digitalization, technology doesn’t just add value to something, but it also is a value 
itself [Yoo, 2010]. 
In the end of 2010 decade smart phones got a new form when Apple released the 
iPhone. It wasn’t the technology itself, which made it popular and a wanted device, but the 
way features were offered to users with good usability [Laugesen and Yuan, 2010; Levin, 
2014]. Apple also listened to customers and equipped new versions of iPhone with 
requested features and fixed shortcomings of previous models [Laugesen and Yuan, 2010]. 
The device also combines features of many separate mobile devices in a single device 
with good usability: it offered a web browser, applications, music playback, navigation, 
camera functionality and a decent amount of data storage. [Laugesen and Yuan, 2010]  
In beginning of 2010-decade tablet computers made it to the public as Apple released 
iPad and Google made tablet device targeted version of its Android operating system 
[Levin, 2014]. Good amount of their success was caused by a good and increasing 
selection of dedicated applications.  
Tablet devices didn’t just allow users to use computing in a new way, but also 
changed the way in which existing devices or services were being used [Levin, 2014]. For 
example people are reading less printed magazines and books, but on the other hand 
people tend to use their tablets while doing other activities, like watching TV. Figure 2 
illustrates how tablet usage time is divided between different activities in the US. 
 
Figure 2 Time distribution of tablet usage in the US market [Nielsen.com, 2014; Levin, 
2014] 
Tablet devices have experienced an enormous growth in market share [Wauters, 2012] 
and have became a part of our everyday life. As Levin [2014] pointed out, tablet devices 
are widely used at home in various activities. This forms motivation factors to choose 
tablet devices as platforms for complex appliance control. Tablet devices are already quite 
common and strongly present in many modern homes in every day activities but yet 
rather new technology to keep it interesting as a research field. 
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In the case of tablets, their increasing use led to a decline in other media 
and device usage; for instance, 20% of tablet wners are usi g print 
magazines less, 25% are using fewer print books, and 27% are using 
print newspapers less often. Furthermore, desktop computers, laptop 
computers, ereaders, and portable media players are also used less.12
But there was another interaction effect created by tablets, one that 
demonstrates the strength of (and need for) multi-device experiences. 
According to a 2011 Neilsen Company survey, 70% of tablet owners 
used their tablets while watching TV—a use scenario that constituted 
the largest share of their total time with the tablet (30%), as Figure 1-7 
illustrates. 
FIGURE 1-7.
Time distribution of tablet usage in the US market.13
This made the TV the device most used in conjunction with the tab-
let, pulling it into the ecosystem as one of its core devices (as well as 
granting tablets the title of “TV buddies”). Not only that, but this joint 
usage involved users engaging with the tablet for TV-specific activi-
ties during a show: looking up information related to the TV program 
they’re watching (29%), searching product information for an ad (19%), 
and looking up coupo s or deals related to a commerc al (16%).14 These 
behaviors emerged organically, through users searching for informa-
tion using a web browser, before there were any specialized apps for 
that purpose. Can you imagine the UX opportunities embodied in 
building multi-device experiences that are specifically tailored to this 
use case? Apps that offer users relevant, real-time information and 
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After this brief history of mobile devices this study is going to continue into features of 
tablet computers, e-book readers and smartphones and compare these devices between 
each other. 
2.2.1. Tablet computers 
Tablet computers are portable devices like laptops, except they don’t have fixed 
keyboards or touchpads like laptops do. They have touchscreens and software keyboards 
instead. A tablet computer has typically a screen diameter between 7 and 12 inches (18-30 
cm) [Levin, 2014]. 
They have WiFi connectivity and optionally 3G/4G modem and Bluetooth connectivity 
technology for accessories. They are equipped with solid state drives and have stand-by 
time of couple of days and at best can handle a full working day of intensive use. 
2.2.2. E-book readers 
E-book readers are, as the name suggests, designed for reading e-books. They are similar 
in size compared to tablet computers, but they are equipped with much less features.  
Many of them use electronic paper screen technology, which behaves like normal 
paper and doesn’t require a backlight. These displays cause less eye train,  [Siegenthaler et 
al., 2011] and remain readable in bright sunny conditions. E-readers with LCD displays 
are quite similar to smartphones and tablets in screen technology. 
2.2.3. Smartphones 
Smartphones are mobile phones with relatively large touch screens, ability to run 
applications and considerable amount of calculation and graphics processing power. 
Compared to tablets, they all have call and 3G/4G data communication possibilities. 
Smartphones have similar technology as tablets, except they are smaller devices with 
screen diameters usually ranging from 3 to 6 inches (8-15 cm) [Levin, 2014]. 
In common these mobile devices are extremely portable [Myers, 2005] and all of these 
are suitable for reading e-books. Besides e-books, tablets and smartphones can be used for 
browsing web, watching videos, playing games and using applications [Goodwill 
Community Foundation, 2015]. 
After introducing different mobile devices and their history this study continues to 
different communication technologies. 
2.3. Introduction to communication technologies 
Appliances can use different data transmission technologies based on functional 
requirements and costs aspects. A thermal sensor can utilize simple and slow wireless 
technology. On the other hand, high quality video streaming will require high 
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performance and stable transmission link. Suitable technologies are chosen based on their 
suitability, cost and previous knowledge. 
Most home appliances with lots of features are equipped with rather powerful 
microprocessors [Can Filibeli et al., 2007]. An electronic control unit (ECU) controls device 
functions and this unit processes commands of the user and monitors machine status. As 
devices already contain embedded computer to control them, adding a possibility to 
control the device remotely becomes trivial.  
Appliances can have their own embedded web servers, connect to a separate server in 
home or to a cloud service. Desired security level restricts accessibility of a single 
appliance. Securing communication and data storage requires strong cryptographic 
techniques, which are often computationally intensive [Bradley et al., 2015]. Even though 
powerful embedded hardware is getting more popular and affordable, this still limits use 
of strong security to more valuable and technical appliances. 
2.3.1. Wi-Fi 
WiFi connectivity is affordable, widely available and supports high transfer speeds. An 
appliance can act as an access point or connect to an existing network [Derthick et al., 
2013]. Smart phones and tablet computers are usually equipped with WiFi connectivity. 
Wired local area network connection can be extended to a WiFi network via a WiFi router 
or wireless network adapters. Embedded hardware might have an integrated WiFi 
connectivity or can be equipped with an adaptor. 
A typical WiFi network has a good range inside and can be used in an entire 
apartment or small house with a single access point. If required, multiple access points can 
be added to extent range [ElShafee and Hamed, 2012]. On the downside a WiFi connection 
requires moderate power to operate and thus its use with sensors is limited. This also 
affects battery-based operation. 
A WiFi connection can offer a good security when using the WPA2 standard [Lackner, 
2013]. Using this protocol with a strong key will offer good security for home use. In 
general WiFi is a good candidate for remote controlling because of its availability and ease 
of use. 
2.3.2. Bluetooth 
Bluetooth connection is a good choice for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. This 
means for example creating a direct connection to a sensor via a tablet computer. 
Bluetooth has range of approximately 10 m [Lee et al., 2006]. This is enough to cover a 
room but not for example a complete apartment [Sohag and Ahamed, 2015]. On the 
positive side power consumption is lower than for example WiFi [Pering et al., 2006] and 
thus this technology can be utilized with wireless sensors. 
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Bluetooth supports various predefined connection profiles. This is especially useful for 
devices in which Bluetooth profiles could be used directly, for example audio playback 
and text input. 
Forming a Bluetooth connection to control an appliance requires a custom transport 
layer [Pieterse and Olivier, 2014]. This is a point-to-point connection, which will require 
some sort of interface for communication, for example mobile device requests a value and 
an appliance will send it back, or an appliance will submit its values periodically. 
Bluetooth offers simultaneous connections, but the support is limited to few 
connections [ElShafee and Hamed, 2012]. Bluetooth is still a good way of connecting to 
sensors, where number of simultaneous connections is not important. For example an 
embedded web server would have Bluetooth connectivity to connect to a wireless camera. 
Server could also act as a Bluetooth master with up to 7 simultaneous connections 
[ElShafee and Hamed, 2012].  
2.3.3. Other data communication technologies 
Several different sensor types are available for data gathering about the physical 
environment, including temperature, humidity and brightness [Borgia, 2014]. Sensors can 
also monitor state information of objects, for example is a door is open. 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies support wireless data transmission 
between these sensors and connected devices [Akyildiz and Vuran, 2010]. ZigBee is an 
example of this kind of technology [Robles and Kim, 2010]. 
Near field communication (NFC) supports data communication by touching a tag or a 
device or bringing them to a close proximity [Borgia, 2014]. This technology is useful for 
sharing small portions of data, for example an URL of a device. So when for example users 
touches an NFC tag with a phone it points the browser to a specific web site. NFC 
communication is based on RFID technology standards [Coskun et al., 2013] 
Internet of things implementations could utilize Ethernet, WiMAX, xDSL, cellural or 
satellite data communication technologies [Borgia, 2014]. WiMAX and cellural technologies 
enable data transmission between a device and a base station. Ethernet could be used for 
in-house wirings and xDSL variants for connecting a device or home to internet via a 
service provider. Ultra-wideband (UWB) wireless transmission also exists for short range 
but high-speed communication [Jin-Shyan Lee et al., 2007], but this technology hasn’t 
gained much commercial success. 
2.4. Related studies 
As summarized in Chapter 2, there are different sorts of mobile devices available. This 
study concentrates on smartphones and tablet computers. Applications for controlling 
appliances can either run on web technology or as native applications. The former enables 
wider compatibility for the same application and thus requires less effort from developers. 
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The latter needs different implementations for different mobile platforms, but offers 
greater functionality and integration on that specific platform. 
Nowadays there are lots of varieties in mobile devices. A user can choose an 
appropriate device depending on preferred price range, size and mobile platform. For 
appliance controlling at least a decent quality device is recommended to ensure acceptable 
battery life and to prevent possible problems related to overheating, processing power, 
low quality screens etc. Both smartphones and tablets should be suitable for remote 
controlling and the choice can depend on other uses of the device. Tablets offer bigger 
screen sizes and smartphones more portability. 
Smartphones and tablets offer a good amount of mobile technologies that supports 
remotely controlling appliances. For example, even smartphones from few years back 
usually have wireless data transfer technologies like WiFi, Bluetooth and mobile data 
functionality[Riikonen et al., 2013; Cecere et al., 2015]. So most smartphones and tablets are 
able to connect to web services on the go, local WIFI or directly to a device by utilizing 
Bluetooth connection. 
Security aspect should be taken into account when planning to control appliances via 
mobile devices. The mobile device itself can be stolen or fall into the wrong hands. If an 
Internet connection is used a sufficient authentication and security layer should be 
implemented. A WiFi network can also be compromised. These potential security risks 
should be considered when designing systems to control appliances with mobile devices. 
These risks are discussed in Section 6.2. 
There are lots of studies about technical aspects of remote controlling and appliance 
control available. In this section couple of relevant ones are discussed and their findings 
are summarised. 
Embedded web servers were mentioned in three studies [Can Filibeli et al., 2007; 
Kumar and Lee, 2014; Li and Wang, 2015]. Embedded hardware is suitable for home use, 
such as controlling home appliances [Can Filibeli et al., 2007]. Modern web technologies, 
such as Representational State Transfer (REST) were possible [Kumar, 2014]. Embedding a 
web server into an appliance seems to be a plausible option. 
Android was popular choice for implementations in the fields of home automation 
[Ramlee et al., 2013; Anwaarullah and Altaf, 2013; Panth and Jivani, 2013; Mowad et al., 
2014; Kumar and Lee, 2014; Kumar, 2014; Sohag and Ahamed, 2015] and appliance control 
and sensors [Mayer et al., 2014; Liu and Su, 2015]. Reasons for Android being so popular 
choice include wide availability, costless development environment, affordable devices 
and easy learning curve. 
Smart homes with remote controlling technology were mentioned in seven studies 
[Hsu et al., 2010; Dixon et al., 2010; Ramlee et al., 2013; Panth and Jivani, 2013; Mowad et al., 
2014; Sohag and Ahamed, 2015; Liu and Su, 2015]. This field is well studied but not really 
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commonly utilized by households. Remote controlling, surveillance and security, sensor 
monitoring and practical help for elderly people were popular interests in studies. 
Embedded web servers and Android implementations were popular among these 
mentioned studies. 
There were many implementations for remote controlling and smart home solutions in 
previous studies. It seems that regardless of the chosen technical implementation these 
studies were able to get results. In general by choosing a common approach and doing a 
good design allows getting successful results. Different technical implementations do 
have a bit different emphasises and suitable applications. 
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3. Mobile user interface requirements 
External interface requirements tackle issues of communicating thoroughly with users and 
with external hardware or software elements [Wiegers and Beatty, 2013]. These 
requirements were divided into four interface categories: 1) user, 2) software, 3) hardware 
and 4) communication. This study focuses most on the user interface side. 
User interface requirements include for example taking into account standard style 
guides, fonts and other design related style attributes, screen parameters, message display 
and phrasing conventions and data validation. 
Mobile user interface requirements take mobile usage into account. Buttons should be 
large enough so user is able to press them, interface should scale into different screen sizes 
and orientations. 
Software requirements describe how this product should communicate between other 
products. Mobility aspect adds emphasis on performance, security and usability [Wiegers 
and Beatty, 2013].  
Hardware interfaces describe how the product should communicate with different 
hardware parts. This includes supported hardware types and how to interact with them.  
Communication interfaces include methods for communication, for example protocols 
and applications that utilize them. This should include possible encryption mechanisms, 
transfer rates and how handshaking is handled.  
Mobile devices have slightly different user interfaces depending on their operating 
systems. Currently the most common ones are Windows Phone/8, iOs and Android.  [Chien 
et al., 2014; Tseng et al., 2014; Rusko, 2014]. Besides the main ones, there are many other 
operating systems available, but they are outside the scope of the discussion.  
Tablet and mobile phone versions of each platform are quite similar, but there are 
significant differences when comparing software platforms of different software 
companies. Android-based tablet and phone manufacturers also have their own 
customised front-end touch interfaces, for example TouchWiz developed by Samsung. 
These graphical user-interfaces enable mobile device manufacturers to customise the look 
and feel of home screen, menus and such UI components [Park et al., 2011]. This helps 
different devices to stand out from each other, but adds challenges for making 
applications for multiple devices and maintaining uniform user experience at the same 
time. 
Mobile devices and their user interfaces require different design patterns than for 
example personal computers.  Mobile devices have varying requirements for screen space, 
have to support adaptable user interfaces and different types of input [Nilsson, 2009]. 
Thus, different design guidelines should be used for mobile devices. 
Mobile devices are commonly used running one application per time: applications 
utilize the full screen of the device and a task switch is required to use an another 
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application. Operating systems have restrictions how multitasking can work: can two full 
scale applications run simultaneously, or is multitasking limited to background services, 
for example to playing music.  
Different types of devices have different screen sizes and resolutions. Especially with 
mobile phones careful design is needed to take advantage of the small screen space. 
Modern devices are equipped with high-resolution screens, which allow squeezing many 
items to the small screen space. However, this easily leads to layouts that are loaded with 
items, which results in unreadable content and for example physically too small buttons. 
Besides variation between smart phones and tablets, there is also lot of variation 
between devices in the same device group. Newer device models are equipped with 
physically larger screens, which also have higher resolutions. This evolution has limits in 
sight: mobile phones with too large physical dimensions are not handy to use anymore 
and benefits for really high over 400 ppi pixel densities are arguable [Lischke et al., 2015].  
Mobile devices can be held in either portrait or landscape mode. Software can be 
designed to work only with either of those modes, but a best design practice would be to 
allow user to use both of those orientations. This would enhance usability as the user can 
use the device in a preferred way. It can also eliminate the need for horizontal scrolling, 
which is considered as bad design and usability [Nilsson, 2009]. 
Most mobile devices use software keyboards for text input. Those keyboards show up 
at the bottom of the screen and require considerable amount of screen space for them. 
User interfaces should be able to take the presence of software keyboard into account in 
layout. The virtual keyboard should not block the current text field or important user 
interface elements.  
Usability can be evaluated in different ways. Nielsen and Molich [1990] divide user 
interface evaluation tools into four methods: 1) formally by some analysis technique, 2) 
automatically by a computerised procedure, 3) empirically by user tests and 4) heuristically[ De 
Kock et al., 2009]. This study is going to focus on formal part by analysing different 
heuristics as usability inspection tool and empirical user test as a usability evaluation tool.  
A style guide summarizes common recommendations (guidelines) to improve 
consistency in designing and promotes good UI practices [Stewart and Travis, 2003; Park et 
al., 2011]. They can improve visual and functional consistency between applications or 
within an application, and thus make applications easier to use [Park et al., 2011; Gale, 1996; 
Gelb and Gardiner, 1997; Quesenbery, 2001; Reed et al., 1999]. 
Lots of features are available in varying devices, which makes designing uniform user 
interfaces difficult. It is reasonable to have style guides for creating mobile user interfaces 
to enhance uniformity and thus increase usability. But it should be noted that style guides 
alone do not guarantee a good usability. All in all it is important to tackle these possible 
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shortcomings and discuss design related matters in order to create successful designs for 
mobile user-interfaces [Park et al., 2011]. 
3.1. Introduction to usability principles  
When designing software and user interfaces, it is good to have some guidelines to 
prevent usability problems and to ensure good user experience. This is where usability 
principles come in. 
Gould and Lewis [1985] found out that software development in the past lacked good 
usability design practices, even though user focus and usability have been already in 
knowledge before. They introduced three usability principles: early focus on users and tasks, 
empirical measurement and iterative design to have their go at tackling usability problems.  
They seem to be good principles, but Cockton [2008] pointed out that in fact there are 
hardly any successful real world examples of the first two principles used in applications 
available. So those three were mostly a good first attempt in the right direction to solve 
usability problems caused by design process flaws. But yet their impact was in getting 
research in this field forward, not actually having beneficial results. 
Jakob Nielsen introduced usability principles called heuristics in his book Usability 
Engineering [Nielsen, 1993]. The idea is to have a small set of just 10 rules to cover most 
usability problems and thus keeping things simple. He introduced those heuristics with 
Molich [Molich and Nielsen, 1990] and revised them later by a factor-based analysis of 
usability problems [Nielsen, 1994]. These revised 10 heuristics are listed in Table 2. 
Nielsen’s heuristics are synthetized from a number of guidelines [Hvannberg et al., 2007]. 
 
Table 2 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design [Nielsen, 1994] 
Visibility(of(system(status
The$system$should$always$keep$users$informed$about$what$is$going$on,$through$appropriate$feedback$within$reasonable$time.
Match(between(system(and(the(real(world
The$system$should$speak$the$users'$language,$with$words,$phrases$and$concepts$familiar$to$the$user,$rather$than$system;oriented$terms.$Follow$real;world$
conventions,$making$information$appear$in$a$natural$and$logical$order.
User(control(and(freedom
Users$often$choose$system$functions$by$mistake$and$will$need$a$clearly$marked$"emergency$exit"$to$leave$the$unwanted$state$without$having$to$go$through$
an$extended$dialogue.$Support$undo$and$redo.
Consistency(and(standards
Users$should$not$have$to$wonder$whether$different$words,$situations,$or$actions$mean$the$same$thing.$Follow$platform$conventions.
Error(prevention
Even$better$than$good$error$messages$is$a$careful$design$which$prevents$a$problem$from$occurring$in$the$first$place.$Either$eliminate$error;prone$conditions$
or$check$for$them$and$present$users$with$a$confirmation$option$before$they$commit$to$the$action.
Recognition(rather(than(recall
Minimize$the$user's$memory$load$by$making$objects,$actions,$and$options$visible.$The$user$should$not$have$to$remember$information$from$one$part$of$the$
dialogue$to$another.$Instructions$for$use$of$the$system$should$be$visible$or$easily$retrievable$whenever$appropriate.
Flexibility(and(efficiency(of(use
Accelerators$–$unseen$by$the$novice$use$–$may$often$speed$up$the$interaction$for$the$expert$user$such$that$the$system$can$cater$to$both$inexperienced$and$
experienced$users.$Allow$users$to$tailor$frequent$actions.
Aesthetic(and(minimalist(design
Dialogues$should$not$contain$information$which$is$irrelevant$or$rarely$needed.$Every$extra$unit$of$information$in$a$dialogue$competes$with$the$relevant$units$
of$information$and$diminishes$their$relative$visibility.
Help(users(recognize,(diagnose,(and(recover(from(errors
Error$messages$should$be$expressed$in$plain$language$(no$codes),$precisely$indicate$the$problem,$and$constructively$suggest$a$solution.
Help(and(documentation
Even$though$it$is$better$if$the$system$can$be$used$without$documentation,$it$may$be$necessary$to$provide$help$and$documentation.$Any$such$information$
should$be$easy$to$search,$focused$on$the$user's$task,$list$concrete$steps$to$be$carried$out,$and$not$be$too$large.
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These heuristics are proven to be very good at explaining previous usability problems 
[Nielsen, 1994] and using them in design helps to reduce potential shortcomings in 
usability. 
Gerhardt‐Powals [1996] presented another set of principles named cognitive engineering 
principles (Table 3). These principles are based on situation awareness and cognitive theory 
[Hvannberg et al., 2007]. 
 
Table 3 Cognitive engineering principles [Gerhardt‐Powals, 1996] 
Law and Hvannberg [2004] analysed strategies for improving and estimating 
effectiveness of heuristic evaluation. In their study they compared Nielsen’s heuristics and 
Gerhardt‐Powals’ principles to see which one is more effective. 
Nielsen’s heuristics seemed to yield into better results [Law and Hvannberg, 2004]. 
The authors discussed that Nielsen’s heuristics covered broader range of usability 
principles, in comparison to the narrower focus set of Gerhardt‐Powals’ principles. 
Familiarity of Nielsen’s heuristics might also help them to get better results. They also 
noted that Nielsen’s heuristics used a plain language where as Gerhardt‐Powals’ 
principles used more technical language, for example fuse data, which wasn’t referred by 
any participants of that study. 
The most notable difference between Gerhard-Powals cognitive engineering principles 
and Nielsen’s heuristics was about displaying information. Nielsen [1994] suggests that 
the whole system status should be always visible, where as Gerhardt‐Powals [1996] 
suggests that only information needed a given time should be displayed.  
Nielsen explains that user should be informed about what is going on and get 
appropriate feedback about it. Gerhardt‐Powals on the other hand justifies her opinion 
Automate(unwanted(workload
Free$cognitive$resources$for$high0level$tasks.
Eliminate$mental$calculations,$estimations,$comparisons,$and$unnecessary$thinking.
Reduce(uncertainty(
Display$data$in$a$manner$that$is$clear$and$obvious.
Fuse(data(
Reduce$cognitive$load$by$bringing$together$lower$level$data$into$a$higher$level$summation.
Present(new(information(with(meaningful(aids(to(interpretation(
Use$a$familiar$framework,$making$it$easier$to$absorb.
Use$everyday$terms,$metaphors,$etc.
Use(names(that(are(conceptually(related(to(function(
This$is$context0dependent.
Attempt$to$improve$recall$and$recognition.
Limit(data<driven(tasks(
Reduce$the$time$spent$assimilating$raw$data.
Make$appropriate$use$of$color$and$graphics.
Include(in(the(displays(only(that(information(needed(by(the(user(at(a(given(time(
Allow$users$to$remain$focused$on$critical$data.
Exclude$extraneous$information$that$is$not$relevant$to$current$tasks.
Practice(judicious(redundancy
To$resolve$the$possible$conflict$between$heuristics$6$and$8.
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that users should be focused on critical data and extraneous information should not be 
shown. This actually is in line with Nielsen’s 8th heuristic about minimalistic design, 
which says irrelevant or rarely needed information should not be shown. So in fact these 
different principles don’t have a contradiction there, they just have names that seem to 
create a contradiction.  
Heuristic evaluation and usability testing find different types of problems. In a study 
by De Kock et al. [2009] heuristic evaluation found 53 usability problems, where as 
usability testing found 25. On the other hand a heuristic evaluation don’t include efficiency 
(time) or user satisfaction in its scope. Thus these methods are additive and complete each 
other, and it should be noted to remember different natures of their results. 
3.2. Usability principles in mobile user interfaces 
There are also heuristics available that are specifically made for mobile devices. Bertini 
et al.  [2006] presented a set of heuristics especially made for mobile devices. They first 
were analysing usability issues in mobile computing by going through research papers 
independently, then joining in a group and combining their findings. They categorized 
and discussed heuristics, and then eliminated redundant ones and clarified the remaining 
ones. These heuristics are represented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Mobile usability heuristics [Bertini et al., 2006] 
Visibility(of(system(status(and(losability/findability(of(the(mobile(device
Through'the'mo+'bile'device,'the'system'should'always'keep'users'in'formed'about'what'is'going'on.
Match(between(system(and(the(real(world
Enable'the'mobile'user'to'interpret'correctly'the'information'provided,'by'making'it'appear'in'a'natural'
and'logical'order;'whenever'possible,'the'system'should'have'the'capability'to'sense'its'environment'
and'adapt'the'presentation'of'information'accordingly.
Consistency(and(mapping
The'user’s'conceptual'model'of'the'possible'function/interaction'with'the'mobile'device'or'system'
should'be'consistent'with'the'context.
Good(ergonomics(and(minimalist(design
Mobile'devices'should'be'easy'and'comfortable'to'hold/'carry'along'as'well'as'robust'to'damage.
Ease(of(input,(screen(readability(and(glancability
Mobile'systems'should'provide'easy'ways'to'input'data,'possibly'reducing'or'avoiding'the'need'for'the'
user'to'use'both'hands.
Flexibility,(efficiency(of(use(and(personalization
Allow'mobile'users'to'tailor/personalize'frequent'actions,'as'well'as'to'dynamically'configure'the
system'according'to'contextual'needs.
Aesthetic,(privacy(and(social(conventions
Take'aesthetic'and'emotional'aspects'of'the'mobile'device'and'system'use'into'account.'Make'sure
that'user’s'data'are'kept'private'and'safe.'Mobile'interaction'with'the'system'should'be'comfortable'
respectful'of'social'conventions.
Realistic(error(management
Shield'mobile'users'from'errors.'When'an'error'occurs,'help'users'to'recognize,'to'diagnose,'if'possible'
to'recover'from'the'error.
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A study by Machado Neto and Pimentel [2013] expands Nielsen’s heuristics by 
conducting usability simulation tests, in which experts simulated the behaviour of novice 
users, with popular Android applications. They used Nielsen’s heuristics to detect 
problems and expanded those heuristics with problems that could not with in any of 
Nielsen’s heuristics. They presented 11 heuristics, which are presented in Table 5. 
 
Table 5 Heuristics for evaluating the usability of mobile device interfaces [Machado Neto 
and Pimentel, 2013] 
Use$of$screen$space
The$interface$should$be$designed$so$that$the$items$are$neither$too$distant,$nor$too$stuck.$Margin$
spaces$may$not$be$large$in$small$screens$to$improve$information$visibility.$The$more$related$the$
components$are,$the$closer$they$must$appear$on$the$screen.$Interfaces$must$not$be$
overwhelmed$with$a$large$number$of$items.
Consistency$and$standards
The$application$must$maintain$the$components$in$the$same$place$and$look$throughout$the$
interaction,$to$facilitate$learning$and$to$stimulate$the$user’s$short>term$memory.$Similar$
functionalities$must$be$performed$by$similar$interactions.$The$metaphor$of$each$component$or$
feature$must$be$unique$throughout$the$application,$to$avoid$misunderstanding.
Visibility$and$easy$access$to$all$information
All$information$must$be$visible$and$legible,$both$in$portrait$and$in$landscape.$This$also$applies$to$
media,$which$must$be$fully$exhibited,$unless$the$user$opts$to$hide$them.$The$elements$on$the$
screen$must$be$adequately$aligned$and$contrasted.
Adequacy$of$the$component$to$its$functionality
The$user$should$know$exactly$which$information$to$input$in$a$component,$without$any$
ambiguities$or$doubts.$Metaphors$of$features$must$be$understood$without$difficulty.
Adequacy$of$the$message$to$the$functionality$and$to$the$user
The$application$must$speak$the$user’s$language$in$a$natural$and$non>invasive$manner,$so$that
the$user$does$not$feel$under$pressure.$Instructions$for$performing$the$functionalities$must$be$
clear$and$objective.
Error$prevention$and$rapid$recovery$to$the$last$stable$state
The$system$must$be$able$to$anticipate$a$situation$that$leads$to$an$error$by$the$user$based$on$
some$activity$already$performed$by$the$user.$When$an$error$occurs,$the$application$should$
quickly$warn$the$user$and$return$to$the$last$stable$state$of$the$application.$In$cases$in$which$a$
return$to$the$last$stable$state$is$difficult,$the$system$must$transfer$the$control$to$the$user,$so
that$he$decides$what$to$do$or$where$to$go.
Ease$of$input
The$way$the$user$provides$the$data$can$be$based$on$assistive$technologies,$but$the$application$
should$always$display$the$input$data$with$readability,$so$that$the$user$has$full$control$of$the$
situation.$The$user$should$be$able$to$provide$the$required$data$in$a$practical$way.
Ease$of$access$to$all$functionalities
The$main$features$of$the$application$must$be$easily$found$by$the$user,$preferably$in$a$single$
interaction.$Most>frequently>used$functionalities$may$be$performed$by$using$shortcuts$or$
alternative$interactions.$No$functionality$should$be$hard$to$find$in$the$application$interface.$All$
input$components$should$be$easily$assimilated.
Immediate$and$observable$feedback
Feedback$must$be$easily$identified$and$understood,$so$that$the$user$is$aware$of$the$system$
status.$Local$refreshments$on$the$screen$must$be$preferred$over$global$ones,$because$those$
ones$maintain$the$status$of$the$interaction.$The$interface$must$give$the$user$the$choice$to$hide$
messages$that$appear$repeatedly.$Long$tasks$must$provide$the$user$a$way$to$do$other$tasks$
concurrently$to$the$task$being$processed.$The$feedback$must$have$good$tone$and$be$positive$
and$may$not$be$redundant$or$obvious.
Help$and$documentation
The$application$must$have$a$help$option$where$common$problems$and$ways$to$solve$them$are$
specified.$The$issues$considered$in$this$option$should$be$easy$to$find.
Reduction$of$the$user’s$memory$load
The$user$must$not$have$to$remember$information$from$one$screen$to$another$to$complete$a$
task.$The$information$of$the$interface$must$be$clear$and$sufficient$for$the$user$to$complete$the$
current$task.
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They tested their heuristics against the original ones from Nielsen and found out that 
these new heuristics were able to find more usability problems. There was in total 75 
distinct usability problems. These problems consisted of 20 problems which were only 
found by Nielsen’s heuristics and 38 ones which were only found by their mobile 
heuristics. As there were problems that were only found by the traditional heuristics, 
authors modified the heuristics in a way that they also cover those 20 problems. 
Even though these new heuristics are quite similar compared to Nielsen’s heuristics, 
they still were able to find considerably more usability problems. It should be noted these 
new heuristics were based on the ones by Nielsen, and the test group of specialists were 
trained to use them. Yet it seems sensible to use these heuristics, as they are especially 
tailored for mobile use and offered better efficiency. 
Inostroza et al. [2012] conducted a study about usability heuristics for touchscreen-
based mobile devices. They continued on their previous work and as a result created 12 
usability heuristics for touchscreen-based mobile devices based on Nielsen’s heuristics. As 
opposed to Machado Neto and Pimentel [2013], their heuristics didn’t expand and rewrite 
Nielsen’s heuristics but used them as such for base of their heuristics. They have physical 
interaction and ergonomics as a new heuristic and flexibility and efficiency of use is split into 
customization and shortcuts and efficiency of use and performance. Recognition rather than recall 
was renamed to minimize the user's memory load and it’s description was slightly changed. 
As results their heuristics found more usability problems than Nielsen’s heuristics: 23 
vs. 14. But usability problems found by Nielsen’s heuristics were more severe: Nielsen’s 
average severity was 2,02 compared to 1,67 of Inostroza et al. They did a statistical 
comparison of their results and found out that there was not a significant difference 
between these methods: both are able to identify usability problems in similar way. The 
difference between severities was not significant. But as there was a advantage in number 
of found usability problems heuristics of Inostroza et al seem to be a bit better for 
touchscreen-based mobile devices. 
Android operating system also has its own design principles for developers. They focus 
on giving users a good experience and in keeping users’ interests in mind [Android.com, 
2015]. They introduced 17 principles for Android developers and designers (Table 6). 
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Table 6 Android design principles [Android.com, 2015] 
These android design principles are quite different than those other mentioned 
research based principles. First instead of abstract and broad terms, they use concrete 
examples and informal language with lots of first person form usage. This makes them 
easy to understand, but also limits the depth of these principles. 
Second point is that they use experience related words like delight and fun. Besides in 
terms of user experience, these principles might aim to be attractive business-wise. 
Having attractive software in Android market will make the whole ecosystem more 
compelling. The problem is that these kinds of principles are hard to measure. Especially 
fun is really subjective measure and it’s hard to evaluate. In addition to this developers 
probably are not designing “boring” software on purpose. 
Third problem with those principles is they have not been evaluated. So even if they 
sound sensible it would be beneficial to have some proof of their efficiency. However, it 
should be noted that even the page states: “consider these principles as you apply your 
own creativity and design thinking” [Android.com, 2015]. This suggests that those 
Delight(me(in(surprising(ways
Encouraging*designers*to*use*beautilful*design,*a*carefully4placed*animations,*or*a*well4timed*sound*effets*to*enhance*experience
Real(objects(are(more(fun(than(buttons(and(menus
Allow*people*to*directly*touch*and*manipulate*objects*in*the*application.
Let(me(make(it(mine
Provide*sensible*defaults,*but*also*consider*optional*customizations*that*don't*hinder*primary*tasks.
Get(to(know(me
Learn*peoples'*preferences*over*time.
Keep(it(brief
Use*short*phrases*with*simple*words.
Pictures(are(faster(than(words
Consider*using*pictures*to*explain*ideas.*They*get*people's*attention*and*can*be*much*more*efficient*than*words.
Decide(for(me(but(let(me(have(the(final(say
Take*your*best*guess*and*act*rather*than*asking*first.*Just*in*case*you*get*it*wrong,*allow*for*'undo'.
Only(show(what(I(need(when(I(need(it
People*get*overwhelmed*when*they*see*too*much*at*once.*Break*tasks*and*information*into*small,*digestible*chunks.*Hide*options*that*aren't*essential*at
the*moment,*and*teach*people*as*they*go.
I(should(always(know(where(I(am
Make*places*in*your*app*look*distinct*and*use*transitions*to*show*relationships*among*screens.*Provide*feedback*on*tasks*in*progress.
Never(lose(my(stuff
Save*what*people*took*time*to*create*and*let*them*access*it*from*anywhere.*Remember*settings,*personal*touches,*and*creations*across*phones,*tablets,
and*computers.
If(it(looks(the(same,(it(should(act(the(same
Avoid*modes,*which*are*places*that*look*similar*but*act*differently*on*the*same*input.
Only(interrupt(me(if(it's(important
Like*a*good*personal*assistant,*shield*people*from*unimportant*minutiae.
Give(me(tricks(that(work(everywhere
Make*your*app*easier*to*learn*by*leveraging*visual*patterns*and*muscle*memory*from*other*Android*apps.
It's(not(my(fault
If*something*goes*wrong,*give*clear*recovery*instructions*but*spare*them*the*technical*details
Sprinkle(encouragement
Break*complex*tasks*into*smaller*steps*that*can*be*easily*accomplished.*Give*feedback*on*actions,*even*if*it's*just*a*subtle*glow.
Do(the(heavy(lifting(for(me
Allow*people*to*directly*touch*and*manipulate*objects*in*the*application.
Make(important(things(fast
Decide*what's*most*important*action*in*your*app*and*make*it*easy*to*find*and*fast*to*use,*like*the*shutter*button*in*a*camera,*or*the*pause*button*in*a*music*
player.
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principles are guidelines to keep in mind and should not be taken as strict rules for 
Android developers. 
3.3. Summary of different mobile usability principles 
Usability principles for mobile devices and usability principles in general mentioned in 
this study were quite similar when compared against each other. This is understandable 
as they were mostly based on Nielsen’s heuristics. Even the Android design principles 
have many similarities to Nielsen’s heuristics. Those similarities remain a bit hidden as a 
result of informal wording of those Android design principles. 
Mobile usability principles are quite similar to each other and the research based ones 
by Bertini et al. [2006], Park et al. [2011], Inostroza et al.  [2012] and Machado Neto and 
Pimentel [2013] had successful results in finding more usability problems than Nielsen’s 
heuristics. But what do these principles mean in practice when designing mobile user 
interfaces? Let’s have a deeper look in how they relate to mobile user interface design. 
In this study these heuristics are distinguished into two categories: first the ones that 
were included in Nielsen’s heuristics and then later on the heuristics that were only found 
in mobile specific heuristics sets. Let’s summarize the former ones first. 
3.3.1. Nielsen’s heuristics 
Visibility of system status means the application shall keep user informed about what is 
going on. [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; Machado Neto and 
Pimentel, 2013; Android.com, 2015]. In a mobile application user should be aware of the 
current location, and also going back from there should have a consistence and 
predictable result.  
Match between systems and the real world [Bertini et al., 2006; Inostroza et al., 2012; 
Android.com, 2015] means that objects in the user interface should be familiar to the user 
and use language that has a connection to the real world. Symbols and graphics should be 
chosen carefully to make sure that they represent their real life counterparts. This is 
especially important for controls replacing real life ones, like sliders and knobs. 
User control and freedom [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; 
Machado Neto and Pimentel, 2013] ensures that user should be able to the application in a 
preferred way, for example assuring easy navigation from a function to another. Allowing 
user to customize the application for better efficiency and user experience is highly 
recommended.  
Consistency and standards [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; 
Machado Neto and Pimentel, 2013; Android.com, 2015] are especially important for 
controls and gestures, which should work in a consistent way between screens of 
application and different applications. When users find a new function they expect it to 
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work in a same way in other places and applications. Keeping standards and common 
design practices in mind would be a good thing. 
Error prevention [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; Machado 
Neto and Pimentel, 2013] is noted in the studies: if an error would occur it should be 
explained in an understandable plain language and help the user to recover from that 
error state. This was also noted in the Android design principles. 
Recognition rather than recall [Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; Machado Neto and 
Pimentel, 2013] could be explained through couple of examples. First user shouldn’t need 
to remember needed information from another part of the application, for example from a 
previous screen. Another example could be associating familiar icons with actions so user 
will recognize them quickly instead of trying to remember where a specific action was 
located in a menu. 
Flexibility and efficiency of use [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; 
Android.com, 2015] means besides making applications easy to use for most people they 
should also enable expert users to use them in an effective way. 
Aesthetic and minimalist design [Bertini et al., 2006; Inostroza et al., 2012; Android.com, 
2015] suits well mobile devices with limited screen space. Thus it’s important to utilize 
this screen space well and logical way, but also keeping applications’ aesthetic aspect in 
mind. 
Error recovery [Bertini et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; Machado Neto 
and Pimentel, 2013; Android.com, 2015] means for example that error messages should be 
written in understandable language and they should be specific. They should also suggest 
a solution how to fix the problem. 
Help and documentation [Park et al., 2011; Inostroza et al., 2012; Machado Neto and 
Pimentel, 2013] is an important topic as ways how to give help and documentation is not 
really standardized yet in mobile applications. Google [2015] suggests that contextual help 
should be provided for Android in a way it’s easily available. Especially gestures, 
keyboard shortcuts and other such “hidden” features should be documented that users 
would know these options are available and how to use them. 
3.3.2. Mobile specific heuristics 
Ease of input [Bertini et al., 2006; Machado Neto and Pimentel, 2013] is obvious feature 
of desktop computers and laptops as they use well-established input methods so special 
remark is not needed there. However, for mobile devices ease of input is crucial. On-screen 
keyboard is provided by the operating system, but the application developer should make 
sure it’s not blocking UI elements and numerical only version is shown when input dialog 
only accepts numbers. 
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Screen readability and glancability [Bertini et al., 2006] means the ability to see crucial 
information by a glance. Screen content should be readable in different environments with 
various light conditions.  Crucial information should be possible to fetch with a glance in 
ideal conditions. These are also mobile-specific principles and take different use cases for 
mobile devices into account. 
Physical interaction and ergonomics [Inostroza et al., 2012] means that main 
functionalities, for example volume setting and power button, should have their own 
physical buttons located in recognizable places. They should also fit the model how user 
would normally hold the phone in hand [Inostroza et al., 2012]. 
Privacy and social convention [Bertini et al., 2006] are important with mobile device s as 
they pose a higher risk for being lost or stolen than a computer. Thus user’s data should 
be kept private and safe. The application should also take social conventions into account, 
for example sound and vibration should be easily turned off if the application uses them. 
 As a result of summarizing different mobile usability principles, 14 principles were 
separately discussed. Customization and shortcuts was merged into user control and freedom 
and privacy and social conventions were separated from aesthetic, privacy and social 
conventions as aesthetics were separately discussed. 
In general mobile usability principles are quite similar to regular principles: they just 
have a few new principles regarding mobility aspect of their use. This set keeps Nielsen’s 
heuristics as they are proven to be good at finding usability problems [Law and 
Hvannberg, 2004; De Kock et al., 2009], but also takes into account new aspects required 
by mobile environment from studies by Bertini et al. [2006], Park et al. [2011], Inostroza et 
al.  [2012] and Machado Neto and Pimentel [2013].  
3.4. Usability principles among UI components 
Park et al.  [2011] conducted a study in which they tested factor combination method for 
developing style guides. In this study they developed guidelines for 39 mobile UI 
components. They browsed literature for different mobile UI components.  Then they 
classified those components based on their purpose of use. So components with the same 
roles and interaction methods were grouped together, even though if they appeared 
different [Park et al., 2011]. As a result 39 components were identified (Table 7). 
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Table 7 UI components of mobile phones [Park et al., 2011] 
Park et al. looked for general usability principles in 17 different studies. They collected 
65 usability principles. They compared those principles against each other and then 
reorganized based on criteria such as similarity, inclusiveness, and relevancy [Park et al., 
2011]. They were able to reduce the number of principles down to 20 relevant ones. 
Figure 3 demonstrates how many of the UI components represent these usability 
principles. Park et al.  [2011] found out that factor combination method tackled these 
limitations of literature and brainstorming methods in creating usability guidelines for 
mobile devices. 
buttons are objects carrying out a command when selected, prog-
ress bars are objects showing that the system is working, and
indicators are objects showing the current state of a system.
Information widgets deliver information to users and control
widgets are used to manipulate objects on the display.
3.3. Guideline properties
Usually, a style guide provides in-depth explanations on style,
layout, interaction method and function of UI components (Stewart
and Travis, 2003). For example, the guideline f r a asic list “hot
items should be at the top of a list” is a recommendation on layout
ordering of the basic list and the guideline “navigation of a list should
be circular in to allow the user to move to the beginning from the
end of the list” is a recommendation on navigation method.
This study also attempted to provide guidelines on each design
property. UI components can have both static and dynamic proper-
ties. Static properties (e.g., size, shape and color) are the attributes of
an interface feature that do not change over time; dynamic prop-
erties (e.g., speed, navigation and duration) are those which are
transient in nature or do change over time (Kwahk and Han, 2002).
Kwahk (1999) identiﬁed all kinds of properties of audiovisual
consumer electronic products. Based on the results, this study
investigated additional guideline properties referring to other style
guides for mobile phones to make up for a list of design properties
(Table 3). Although this study just identiﬁed visual guideline prop-
erties, it can be updated to include auditory, tactile and physical
properties according to the scope of a style guide.
Five groups are related to static properties: style, layout, struc-
ture, terminology and presentation. The style group includes
guidelines about appearance such as shape, number, font, size,
border and color. The layout group contains position or relationwith
other UI components like location, distance, alignment and
grouping. The structure group has guideline properties such as depth
and breadth in a logical structure. The terminology guidelines deﬁne
how labels should be written. Finally, the presentation group
includes guidelines to transmit implied meanings of contents, icons
and colors.
Three groups are related to dynamic properties: user input,
system output, and system function. The user input group contains
guideline properties about the interaction methods by which the
user manipulates the device. The system output group shows the
system’s feedback to user input or default status. The system
function group includes function requirements for ease of use.
4. Selection of design principles for each UI component
Not all of these design principles are applicable to all UI
components (Han et al., 2000). For example, the forgiveness prin-
ciple requires that the user ﬁrst input a command. The forgiveness
principle is not necessary in design of information widgets that
cannot be controlled by the user. Thus, only relevant design prin-
ciples should be selected for each UI component.
Usability experts brainstormed to analyze the relevancy of the
general principles to UI components. The possibility of causing
a usability problem was used as the key decision factor to deter-
mine the relevancy: if a usability problem could occur when the UI
Table 2
UI components of mobile phones.
Group UI component
Popup Feedback popup
Selection popup
Text input popup
Message popup
Conﬁrmation popup
List Basic list
Multi-selection list
Drop-down list
Input ﬁeld Text input ﬁeld
Password input ﬁeld
Formatted input ﬁeld
Touch input ﬁeld
Button Command button
Bevel button
Popup button
Radio button
Slide button
Progress bar Determinate progress bar
Indeterminate progress bar
Indicator Status indicator
Location indicator
Direction indicator
Information widget Search ﬁeld
Focus
Balloon
Meter
Preview box
Group box
List box
Tab
Scroll bar
Magniﬁer
Control widget Link
Slider
Soft key
Check box
Spin
Combo box
Touch keypad
Table 3
Guideline properties for mobile phone UI.
Static Dynamic
Group Guideline
property
Group Guideline property
Style Shape User input Activation
Number Selection
Font Navigation
Size Control/display ratio
Border Button assignment
Color Modality
Scrolling
Layout Location System output Displacement
Distance Speed
Spacing Direction of movement
Alignment Duration
Orientation Repetition
Ordering Delay
Grouping Action sequence
Highlight
Default choice
Structure Depth System function Function
Breath Min/Max/Close
Search
Shortcut
Terminology Abbreviation
Legend
Naming
Expression
Representation Content
Coding
Metaphor
W. Park et al. / International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics 41 (2011) 536e545 539
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Figure 3 Number of UI components that are relevant to usability principle [Park et al., 2011] 
They found out that on average, each UI component was relevant to 7 UI principles. 
Or in other words each UI principle was applicable to 13 UI components [Park et al., 2011] 
There were 8 UI principles, which were relevant to over 20 UI components, and on the 
other hand also 8 UI principles that were applicable to less than 10 UI components. Out of 
those 8 UI principles four weren’t applicable to any UI component. 
They proposed two causes for this. First one is that these principles are out of scope of 
the target product of their study. Their task was to study mobile UI based on conservative 
usability principles, so flexibility and adaptability were not important matters [Park et al., 
2011]. Another reason is that a specific UI principle might not be important to an 
individual UI component. Learnability might not be important for simple UI components, 
which should be rather easy to use anyway. 
The main point of their study was to test factor combination method, but it also 
produced results about different usability principles and how many of their chosen UI 
components were applicable to a specific principle. Figure 3 presents quite well those UI 
principles that have an important role when thinking about suitable UI components for a 
given task.   
When using mobile devices to control appliances it’s important to keep the connection 
to real world controls. Mayer et al.  [2014] studied mobile user interfaces for smart things. 
It was a model-based interface description scheme for automatically generating interfaces.  
Their study included different abstractions for different interactions. This means for 
example that temperature is presented by ordered domain with a gauge as example 
symbol. These abstractions were designed for many domains, but in this study home and 
building automation as well as home and office appliance domains are concerned. Data 
presentation abstractions for sensors are shown in Figure 4. They are used for presenting 
measured data. 
method of one component is very simple and easy. However, the
interaction method would be complicated when users use several
UI components sequentially or when they perform a set of tasks.
A variety of reference sources was used to develop the guide-
lines (19 journal papers, 79 conference papers, 12 ISO, 48 oth r
style guides, 8 books and 4 research reports). After developing
guidelines from the literature and brainstorming, usability evalu-
ation was conducted for components about which the experts
disagreed.
In the review process, all members participated in a workshop.
Although organizing such a session can be a difﬁcult process, the
review is essential for successful s yl guide developm nt. In fact,
more than half of the initial guidelines were excluded because of
the reasons described in the previous sections. It is noteworthy that
team members had a variety of different areas of expertise and
points of view, so they discussed the guidelines extensively. The
discussions helped the UI designers to understa d the company’s
overall UI strategies and usability problems more clearly. Once they
understood the UI strategies and usability problems, theywere able
to suggest many creative ideas to improve the UI. The members
mentioned that the understanding of the current situations of their
UI was very useful to make the style guide more comprehensive
and usable.
The style guide was documented iterativ ly. In thi process, we
tried to reﬂect users’ opinions exactly, because guideline devel-
opers and users came from different groups. Revising the entire
style guide at once took too long, so we made samples only for
a small number of UI components, and then revised them contin-
uously until users were satisﬁed.
The case study resulted in development of 970 initial guidelines,
but m re than half of themwere excluded for r asons described in
previous sections (Fig. 5). Of the remaining 438 guidelines, 93 (21%)
were chosen as standards. Of the 438 guidelines, the brainstorming
provided 333 (76%) and the literature provided 105 (24%). This ratio
shows that the brainstorming is more effective to develop guide-
lines th n the literature.
The proposed method has several working-level advantages.
First, guidelines can be developed comprehensively by this method.
Many guidelines could be developed for each design property.
Within three months, more than 900 initial guidelines were
developed. The matrix form is critical in creating the guidelines.
The matrix formed a framework comprised of three axes: general
usability principles, UI components and guideline properties. These
axes give guideline developers seeds for developing new ideas.
The second advantage of this method is that guidelines are
easily edited and updated. The style guide document should be
continuously updated (Jounila, 2007) and administrated after
completion of the document (Gale, 1996; Gelb and Gardiner, 1997;
Yun et al., 2007). The prop sed method can easily iden ify guide-
lines to eliminate or edit because the guidelines are arranged by the
critical factors. This factor information can be used to search for
target guidelines. Also, several guidelines that have similar prob-
lems can be edited at the same time. For example, the guideline
includes four different popup components: feedback popup, text
input popup, message popup and conﬁrm popup. At ﬁrst, we used
the term ‘pop-up window’ instead of ‘pop-up’. Whenwewanted to
change the name of the components from ‘pop-up window’ to
‘pop-up’, we could quickly ﬁnd the guidelines related to popups,
because the guidelines of popup components are listed together in
the matrix. Because all the guidelines have factor information and
they are arranged together, guideline update is very convenient.
The third advantage is that all the guidelines have a rationale for
their usability. The guidelines from brainstorming are based on the
20 usability principles. Literature information is added at the end of
guideline by code. Also, we conducted usability testing on several
controversial issues. One limitation of a style guide has been that it
was too focused on consistency aspects, so that it sometimes
violated usability requirements (Ques nbery, 2001; Vogt, 2001).
The factor combination method always considers usability princi-
ples as critical factors, which precludes the guidelines from
violating usability principles.
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Figure 4 Interaction Abstractions for Sensors [Mayer et al., 2014] 
 Stateless actuators accept commands as user input, but those commands won’t change 
their state (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5 Interaction Abstractions for Stateless Actuators [Mayer et al., 2014] 
Stateful actuators allow user input, which will change state of the actuator. These are 
represented in Figure 6. “Goto” and “move” abstractions seem to be similar, but they are 
meant for different interaction patterns. Move has a direct relation to something, for 
example a blind curtain that would go up and down when buttons are pressed. “Goto” on 
the other hand relates for example to a track changing of a CD player: buttons will change 
the track, but it would require a CD to be present, playback going on and a track to be 
available in that direction. So in this analogy the action of abstraction button doesn’t have 
direct connection to real life consequence. 
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Figure 6 Interaction Abstractions for Stateful Actuators [Mayer et al., 2014] 
 They also did a user study to determine how well those abstractions presented in 
performed. Participants (N = 780) were asked to pick a correct abstraction type for 19 
different scenarios. Different scenarios and their results are presented in Figure 7. Exact 
abstraction shows how many participants chose the abstraction of choice named by 
researchers and correct abstraction how many participants choose a suitable abstraction 
for the given scenario, if not the best one. Exact abstractions chosen by the researchers are 
shown in brackets. Average time for each scenario was also measured. 
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Figure 7 Performance and timing values for each of the 19 scenarios [Mayer et al., 2014] 
Participants were able to perform given tasks quickly and the accuracy and agreement 
of abstractions surprised even the researchers [Mayer et al., 2014]. Their abstractions 
represented closely their “natural” counterparts, and this supports the idea of controlling 
complex home appliances with tablet devices. Authors of that study were also pleased 
with their results in general, and would like to see future research on how their tested 
control interfaces could be further improved by tailoring them to the user’s situation. 
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4. Complex home appliances 
4.1. Introduction to complex home appliances 
Referring to a home appliance as a complex one doesn’t only mean it should be difficult 
one to use or loaded with features and functions. It is about defining appliances, which 
have enough functions to be remotely controlled, or ones that can benefit from added 
features like monitoring. An air conditioning unit can be identified as a complex home 
appliance as it has many functions that can be controlled, such as desired temperature, fan 
speed and air oscillation. They might also have a possibility to be timed. 
On the other hand appliance like a refrigerator itself doesn’t have many functions to be 
controlled, but there is extra potential functionality that could be implemented to a 
refrigerator and to its remote user interface. A refrigerator could have an embedded web 
camera to show it’s content. RFID tags could also be used to keep track of stored items 
and their expiration dates [Xie et al., 2013]. 
Some devices might benefit from augmented control options offered by remote user 
interfaces. A dishwasher is relatively easy to control in every day use, but for example 
disabling notification sound when the program is ready might be quite tricky. The device 
itself usually has limited set of buttons, designed for direct control functions like choose a 
different wash program, timer and start. Recent devices can offer a settings menu where 
settings can be changed by using key combinations with the help of manual. Going 
through such a menu hierarchy and finally being able to change a desired settings could 
take up to 20 steps. 
Chan et al. [2008] studied current state of smart homes and their future challenges. 
Even thought existing technology would enable it, smart homes are far behind from what 
was anticipated. All the smart homes they reviewed were targeted to support elder people 
to live autonomously. Challenges for home automation were concluded as following 
goals: good integration with surrounding environment, better standard of living, better 
knowledge of habits and intentions of users. There is potential for further research in legal 
and ethnical problems. 
Household appliances can be capable and expensive but still contain very few UI 
buttons. In a study by Derthick et al. [2013] there was a cappuccino machine, which 
contained 7 physical buttons enabling users to control 20 distinct functions. Now that 
makes it quite hard to implement a functioning UI to access other than everyday 
functions. 
There are several ways to offer an access to these advanced or seldom used functions. 
A menu system in a graphical user interface is the usual approach. However, that would 
require a display screen, hardware for running the UI, buttons 
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effort. This would add extra cost and it would also require physical space from the 
appliance itself. 
As Dey et al. [2011] and Levin [2014] have pointed out many users have mobile devices 
such as smart phones and tablets widely available at their disposal nowadays. So offering 
a controlling option by a mobile device would be a feasible option to offer better usability 
to users. The appliance itself should be usable, and a mobile user interface should be able 
to add a lot of extra value over that [Nielsen, 1994]. 
4.2. Remote controlling versus direct controls at appliances 
When evaluating tablet devices and other mobile devices as control interfaces, it’s 
important to compare them with direct controls of controller devices. Nichols and Myers 
[2003] have conducted a study in which a home stereo system and an answering machine 
were used by a simulated mobile user interface and times to perform given tasks were 
measured. 
In that study it took the participants a fraction of time needed to complete those tasks 
by remote mobile user interface rather than performing the tasks by using user interface of 
the device. Besides that, the number of missteps and help requests was also significantly 
smaller. The study consisted of two experiments; the first one was conducted by using 
paper prototypes tested by computer science students, and the second one used a real 
mobile device prototype user interface. They used again diverse group of university 
students as participants. 
One shortcoming of that discussed study was that the devices in question, a stereo 
system and a phone answering machine, had rather poor user interfaces [Roduner et al., 
2007]. 
Roduner et al.  [2007] carried out a similar experiment in which mobile devices were 
used to control appliances, but the appliances were simpler to use and had well designed 
direct user interfaces at the machines. 
This experiment had four categories of tasks: control, problem solving, everyday and 
repeated control. Control tasks included for example a task to change a special device 
parameter or a setting, problem solving tasks dealt with abnormal situations, everyday 
tasks were typical and easy regularly performed tasks and repeated control tasks were 
ones which were performed very recently by the user and thus were still familiar by the 
test participant. These results are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Mean time of task completion [Roduner et al., 2007] 
 
Now the results were quite different. In control and problem solving tasks mobile user 
interfaces were still much faster, but in repeated control tasks the difference was already a 
lot smaller. Everyday tasks were performed in a way shorter time with traditional user 
interface than with the AID (Appliance Interaction Device) corresponding one.  
This finding is important for requirements elicitation when planning remote control 
interfaces. For easy everyday kind of tasks good traditional user interfaces offer better 
performances, so those kinds of controls should not be replaced completely with remote 
user interfaces. These controls in remote user interfaces could be still offered to the user as 
an option. 
Complex tasks and the ones requiring troubleshooting seemed to benefit the most 
from remote user interfaces. There seems to be a good demand for remote user interfaces 
with advanced graphics and a help support. 
Many different machines and appliances could utilize the same user interface. The 
user interface could be uniform among different types of devices and appliances, which 
should make it easy to adopt for new users. If there is a separate remote user interface, for 
example one designed for a tablet device, the regular user interface should be able to be in 
use simultaneously, when the remote one is used for troubleshooting. This enables 
troubleshooting of an error while the machine is still operating, of course if that error is 
not blocking the operation of the machine completely. 
There are several other research papers that are related to this field or contain parts 
that are related to this study. Nichols et al.  [2002] and Nichols and Myers [2003] did a 
study about controlling appliances with handheld computers in the beginning of 2000’s. 
They found out that the remote user interface would outperform the regular one in almost 
every way. 
Research of remote controlling with handhelds continued as Myers [2005] did a study 
of capabilities of handheld remote system. He concluded that this technology could 
provide a consistent user interface for different devices. 
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4.3. User interface 
User interfaces for devices can be implemented as standalone application directly to a 
given platform (like Android), or as a multipurpose web page implementation, which is 
accessible with many mobile devices as well as computers. As for the server side there can 
be a dedicated server computer or the server functionality can be integrated into 
embedded hardware. 
Neira et al.  [2013] created a builder for adaptable human machine interfaces for mobile 
devices as a study. They went through a selection of HTML5 and JavaScript based 
frameworks for creating application like user interfaces for smart phones. Those solutions 
offer native mobile operating system like feel and look UI based on web components. 
They used JavaScript implementation to offer activities of the UI. Mobile interfaces 
included LWIUT 1.1, jQT, Jo, Titanium Mobile and The M Project. 
Their project used two different approaches: a web based UI and an Android 
application with offline capabilities. Even though the Android application requires extra 
effort and a layer for communicating between it and the web server, it still has the 
considerable benefit of being able to tackle offline situations. In those cases the UI doesn’t 
update but it is still able to show the last information available before the connection was 
lost. A purely web-based solution would have problems with connection loses: it might 
lose all or some of the shown information after a lost connection. Such a web page is not 
available without a connection, where an application could be always launched. 
When designing an application to control complex home appliances by using mobile 
devices it should taken into account that the system should be able to recover from a 
lost connection. Mobile devices can be used in different places where wireless connection 
is bad or sometimes lost by electrical interference. Implementation of such a user interface 
should have a requirement for coping with such situations. JavaScript technology can be 
utilized here to provide a dynamic web page, which should be able to show the last 
information even though the connection is lost, and preferably inform user about that 
situation. A specific Android application should also have the same capability.  
4.4. Summary 
To offer extra value to users and to beat their regular counterparts mobile user interface 
for controlling appliances should offer benefits the regular user interface cannot provide. 
Relation to usability heuristics is taken into account. 
User should be able to check the status of the machine and do it everywhere in the 
house, for example check which of program phases is running from a bedroom. This 
relates to visibility of system status and user control and freedom. The mobile user 
interface should have a match between system and the real world, have consistency and 
follow standards and take the principle “recognition rather than recall” into account. 
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User control and freedom is important for having an extra value over the regular 
counterpart UI. The design should done in a way which prevents errors, but if an error 
would occur, the system should help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. 
Thus sufficient help and documentation is essential. 
The user interface should have aesthetic and minimalist design. Form and 
functionality should be a top priority over gimmicks. Recognition rather than recall is also 
important: users should know their way around and don’t have to try to remember how 
to use the system. Flexibility and efficiency of use can make the difference to top the 
regular user interface. 
Ease of input is important if there is a need to change settings or write some text. 
Screen readability and glancability is important as mobile devices are often not used in 
ideal office conditions. There might be bright sunlight coming from a window or other 
such disturbances. User interface should take physical interaction and ergonomics into 
account. Buttons and other UI components should be big enough and associable to their 
real life counterparts. 
Privacy and social conventions are also important with mobile devices. For example 
tablet devices might be shared along family members, so there will be multiple users. 
Appliances could have access rights for only certain family members.  
Challenges are related to offer better usability than a regular user interface. There 
should be more efficiency, less errors, good user experience and some added value, for 
example a functionality to check status of the device. User should not feel bothered to use 
the interface, so it should feel natural. It should also be able to handle error situations 
when there is no connection or there is a problem with the machine. 
There are also technical challenges, but as shown in related studies there is a good 
number of successful attempts to control appliances. Possible technical problems, privacy 
issues and security matters should be considered with a good thought. 
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5. Dishwasher machine controlling tasks 
These tasks try to represent typical use cases for each appliance, but yet having aspects 
that could benefit from tablet remote controlling. These tasks also try to take into account 
mobile usability principles.  
A dishwasher machine was chosen to represent complex home appliances in tasks. It’s a 
quite common household device; it is widely available and has potential use for mobile 
device remote control.  
Tasks should be executed both with direct controls available at the device and with the 
virtual user interface on the tablet computer. Execution time, number of errors and user 
satisfaction via a feedback form should be gathered. 
Results of those user tests should give feedback for requirements of a remote control 
user-interface to control complex appliances. The proof of concept implementation should 
be able to point out possible problems and also benefits that such a user interface can 
offer. These experiments should be conducted with at least a few participants to find as 
many as possible of potential usability problems, and to give good feedback for 
requirements evaluation. 
5.1. Start a wash program 
Set a 50°C eco program. First task is to set a program on a dishwasher. User should choose a 
program with 50°C washing temperature. Here is the proposed task script: 
1. Add the dishes in order 
2. Add detergent 
3. Check that machine is not blocked 
4. Close the lid 
5. Turn the machine on 
6. Choose correct wash program option (Eco 50°C) 
7. Check if water valve needs to be opened 
8. Start the machine 
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5.2. Program start time 
Program the dishwasher to start in two hours. In this scenario washing machine should be 
programmed to start automatically during the coming night. 
1. Follow the steps of task 5.1 (every day task) 
2. Start programming the timer 
3. Choose time after two hours 
4. Confirm setting 
5. Start the machine 
5.3. Change the program on the fly 
Change the chosen program to a different one after the machine has already started. A wrong 
wash program was accidentally chosen and user should switch it to the correct one. 
1. Follow the steps of task 5.1 (every day task) 
2. Remember that there were some plates with serious grime, so a more 
comprehensive wash program is needed 
3. Cancel the current program 
4. Choose a wash program with 65°C temperature and enable Vario Speed option 
5. Start the machine again 
5.4. Stop the dishwasher during a wash 
Stop the dishwasher program after it has already started. User has just started the machine, but 
then the user notices that one spoon was left on the table. User should stop the program, 
open the lid, place the spoon inside the machine, close the lid and start the program again. 
1. Machine has just started 
2. Stop the wash program 
3. Open the machine lid 
4. Place the spoon inside the machine 
5. Close the lid 
6. Start the program again 
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5.5. Choose water hardness level 
Get instructions how to change water hardness level. Machine has a setting for water hardness 
level. User should find instructions how to change it. This task doesn’t need to be 
performed in practice; finding correct solution is sufficient. 
1. Get user manual 
2. Find instructions how to change water hardness level 
5.6. Implementation architecture 
User interface was designed taking mobile heuristics and principles discussed in Section 
3.3 into account. To summarize this current status of the machine should be visible and 
the user interface should match between the real worlds one. User should have control 
and freedom how to use the application and the design should be consistent and follow 
standards. The design should prevent errors and controls should be recognizable so user 
knows what do they do. The interface should be flexible, efficient to use and with aesthetic 
and minimalistic design. In case of an error, the application should provide error recovery 
and provide help and documentation. Interface should offer easy input of text and good 
screen readability and glancability. It should also allow user to have privacy and to follow 
social conventions. 
Even though those principles are being considered when designing the user interface 
it should also be tested how well they are covered in practise. Test users will be asked 
how well those principles were covered in the implementation after they have 
participated in testing it.  
 
Figure 9 Application structure 
To test specified scenarios and feasibility of such an application a proof on concept test 
environment is created. The system will consist of an Android 5.0 tablet and Raspberry Pi 2 
B embedded Linux board. Raspbian was chosen as embedded Linux distribution because 
of author’s previous experience with Debian-based systems. 
Wireless'access'pointTablet Network'switch
User
Web'server
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For web server Dropwizard was chosen after a discussion with person with knowledge 
about different web frameworks [Nummila, 2015]. This framework would enable building 
of RESTful web services, can handle JSON and should be easy and fast to deploy. A basic 
web interface is going to be implemented in addition to the Android application. Android 
application will communicate with the server with JSON objects. 
User will use Android based tablet to connect to an appliance server via wireless 
network. Tablet should be connected to the same wireless network where the server is 
located, so network discovery service can detect server address and connect automatically. 
Wireless network should cover well that area where the appliance is located. For 
convenience broader range is recommended, so user can for example check the appliance 
status in living room when the appliance is in the kitchen. 
5.7. Hardware 
Sony Xperia™ Z2 tablet was chosen as it has good feature set for an affordable price. It 
features Android 5.1.1 Lollipop [Google, 2015] Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 (MSM8974AB) 
system on a chip (SOC) with Quad-core 2.3 GHz CPU and Adreno 330 GPU, 3 GB of RAM, 32 
GB flash storage and 10.1” touch screen with 1920x1200 resolution [Sony Mobile, 2015]. The 
device in question has only WiFi connectivity, but mobile data operation can be simulated 
with a phone based WiFi hot spot if needed. Android-based tablet was chosen as it is 
proven to easy and costless platform for development and the author has personal 
experience on it. 
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is used as an embedded Linux board and it will act as a server. 
It has a 900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, 1 GB of RAM, four USB 2.0 ports, HDMI 
and Ethernet ports [Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2015]. A 32 GB microSDHC memory card is 
going be its storage. The Pi was chosen as it’s affordable, there are various embedded 
Linux distributions available for it, it has low energy consumption [Yoneki, 2014] and it is 
powerful enough to run Java based web services. It will be connected to a WiFi router via 
its Ethernet port. 
5.7.1. Web server 
Web server will be running Raspbian Wheezy May 2015 Linux distribution. It has modest 
hardware requirements and there was ready to run image file available for Raspberry Pi 2 
[Raspbian, 2015]. It offers graphical desktop environment and package management for 
installing software. 
Dropwizard will be used for web server framework. It is a Java based web framework, 
which should simple and lightweight, but yet powerful enough to enable sophisticated access 
control and good functionality [Dropwizard Team, 2015].  
As Dropwizard is a framework, there is a need for other software to form a complete 
web server. As the developers of Dropwizard [2015] suggest, Jetty is going to be used as 
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HTTP daemon, Jersey for REST support, Jackson for JSON, MySQL as database engine. Apache 
Maven was chosen as project management and deployment tool. 
Based on experiences of Guinard et al. [2011] and Fielding [2000], a RESTful  web 
architecture [RestApiTutorial.com, 2015] is going to be used. Each appliance will be modeled as a 
resource and will have its own uniform resource identifier (URI), for example a dishwasher would 
have address like: 
http://server/appliance/1  
The root path would return a basic information page for web browser of dishwasher. 
There would be a specific JSON resource to retrieve status of the dishwasher in JSON 
format for the Android application. Objects or functions of dishwasher could be accessed 
through their own resources to get status information or to change values. User should be 
able to assign how much is going to be shown without authentication, if nothing at all.  
Appliance list can be fetched with address http://server/appliances.  This will return 
an array of available appliances in JSON format. Each entity will contain dishwasher id, 
name, power state and status information. Each dishwasher has a separate settings entity, 
which has option for prewash, timer and its set time, time left and notification sound. 
The server will return the appliance information with a GET request. An appliance can 
be updated with a PUT request, deleted by DELETE one and created with a POST request. 
Settings for an appliance can be accessed by http://server/appliance/1/settings. This 
resource supports GET and PUT requests. 
The server will use basic HTTP authentication [Fielding and Reschke, 2014] for user 
identification. Database at web server will contain supported credential combinations for 
users. Android application has these as settings so users don’t have to provide credentials 
every time.  
5.7.2. Android application 
Android application would be developed with Android Studio [Android Open Source 
Project, 2015]. It would be preferable to have automatically generated UIs, but for the sake 
of simplicity it will be left out of scope of this study. Instead this is going to focus on user 
interface requirements of the application, test various tasks using the proof of concept 
application and see what kind of requirements this user testing elicits. 
The main goal is to redefine requirements defined in tasks (in Chapter 5) and finally 
achieve requirements that are able to answer research questions about requirements for 
using tablet devices to control complex home appliances.  
The application consists of four features: 1) main screen to connect to a server, 2) 
appliance list to chose the right appliance, 3) appliance view to control the appliance and 
4) settings view to change the settings. Features and related principles are presented in 
Table 8. 
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Table 8 Features and related principles 
Main screen (Figure 10) will have server address and port where to connect. This 
relates to user control and freedom. A network service discovery is used to detect server 
address if the server is located in the same sub network. In this case the application 
connects automatically to that server. This connects to flexibility and efficiency of use and 
aesthetic and minimalist design. If server is offline or cannot be reached the application 
shows corresponding error message. This relates to principle “help users recognize, 
diagnose, and recover from errors”.  
Feature Related*principles
User%control%and%freedom
Flexibility and efficiency of use 
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
Visibility of system status 
User control and freedom
Visibility of system status 
User control and freedom
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Flexibility and efficiency of use 
Appliance%view
Appliance%list
Main%screen
Settings
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Figure 10 Main screen 
Appliance list view shows appliances provided by array of appliances JSON. This list 
will have their names and pictures (Figure 11). Device status is also shown. This relates to 
visibility of system status and user control and freedom. 
 
Figure 11 Screenshot of appliance list view 
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Appliance view (Figure 12) shows status of the dishwasher and options to control the 
device. This relates to visibility of system status and user control and freedom. User can 
toggle on the prewash, change the wash program, set a timer and enable Vario Speed 
feature. Clicking set opens a dialog for changing time and date of the timer. User can start 
and stop the machine. Besides principles mentioned before, this relates to “match between 
system and the real world”. Current phase is shown and can be changed by the user. 
 
Figure 12 Screenshot of appliance control view 
From this view user can go the settings view (Figure 13) to change settings of the 
dishwasher. Notification sound, water hardness level and other machine specific settings 
can be changed. 
 
Figure 13 Settings 
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6. Evaluation and discussion 
6.1. Experiment 
The implemented application was tested by four test subjects: two students who were 
familiar with tablets but not with dishwashers, one teacher who was familiar with both 
dishwasher and tablets and one secretary who was familiar with dishwashers but not with 
tablets. 
Users went through the tasks (in Chapter 5) doing them first with the machine user 
interface and then with Android application. Time to complete the task and number of 
errors was measured. 
After completing the tasks users filled questionnaire about the application. Chosen set 
of heuristics was evaluated for both implementations. A Likert-scale from strongly 
disagree to strongly agree was used for evaluation. How pleasant the Android application 
was use and usefulness of tablet remote controlling were asked using also Likert-scale. 
Finally there were questions about which devices users world like to control with tablets 
and at the end space for comments and feedback. 
Task completion times in general with machine user interface (Figure 14) were 
consistent among test participants. The first task involved many prerequisites, which 
yielded to longer completion times, compared to other tasks, even though the first task 
was the simplest one.  
 
Figure 14 Task completion times for machine user interface 
There were two usability problems with the first task at machine user interface: two 
participants didn’t figure out the main power button needs to be pressed before operating 
the machine. The button was located on the left side of machine separated from the main 
control panel area. 
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Surprisingly completion times were reduced noticeably with the Android user 
interface (Figure 15). However, test participants were familiar with the task so it was 
easier for them to do it again and that can reduce completion times. Second factor is 
usability problem with power state of the machine. Android user interface provided better 
feedback of machine power state so there was no delay caused by figuring out how to 
turn on the machine. This was related to visibility of system status. 
First test showed a tablet user interface could be competitive against its regular 
counterpart. However, this indicates that there were usability problems with the regular 
user interface. A well-designed regular user interface should be able to outperform the 
Android counterpart, as user doesn’t need to pick up the tablet before performing actions. 
 
Figure 15 Task completion times for Android user interface 
 The second task was problematic with machine user interface. Completion times 
ranged from 40 seconds to one minute, but three participants had usability problem and 
one had two. All participants had problems with setting the correct time. Timer 
functionality is shown in the small LCD screen (in Figure 16) in format h:01. The problem 
is that the hour digit is in the field where normally there are minutes. As a result of that 
each participant thought they were setting minutes even though the setting was actually 
changing hours. Those problems were related to heuristics visibility of system status, 
match between systems and the real world and consistency and standards. 
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Figure 16 The machine user interface 
Another usability problem was confirmation of the set time. One test participant was 
expecting some kind of button to confirm the setting for timer. As function for confirm 
was missing, test participant wasn’t sure if the setting would apply or not. 
Completion times for Android user interface were quite inconsistent. Two test 
participants were able to perform the task in around 20 seconds but other results were 
almost a minute and over two minutes. 
Both usability problems were with the dialog (Figure 17), which was used to set time 
and date. One participant had problems with the fact that the task asked to set the 
machine to start after two hours, but the dialog asked for actual time and date. That 
required cognitive load to figure out the clock time from two hours of the test moment. 
Timer had current time as the default value and two participants found out that they 
could just roll the time down two hours. However, this wasn’t really obvious in the 
Android user interface. 
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Figure 17 Dialog for setting time and date 
The second problem was related to Android user interface. One participant wasn’t 
familiar with default controls in Android (Figure 17) to set time and date. Instead of 
scrolling down the time, test participant tried to type the number into the control. It also 
took time to find the button for displaying dialog for setting time and date. As a result 
completion of task took over 2 minutes. This was related to match between system and the 
real world. 
The third task had one usability problem with machine user interface: participant 
wasn’t sure how to stop a wash program before changing the program. For other two 
participants it took some time to figure the behaviour out. This explains the inconsistent 
completion times. The problem relates to Consistency and standards. 
In the Android application performing the task went fine for everybody, but two 
participants had left the timer on and didn’t notice that. It took additional time to figure 
this out. On average Android completion times were lower than machine user interface 
ones but the fastest time of 13,9 seconds was done with the machine user interface. 
In the fourth task there were no usability problems with either machine or Android 
user interface. Average completion times were 19,5 seconds for machine and 15,4 seconds 
for Android user interface so on average the Android UI was 21 % quicker. 
Fifth task was problematic, as it required reading the manual, which was only 
available in Nordic languages. One participant could understand Finnish and the other 
tried to attempt the task anyway. Average times were 24,2 seconds for reading manual 
and 14,0 seconds for Android user interface. One participant had usability problem 
finding the settings feature. Unfortunately the results were incomplete, but it left an 
impression that a tablet user interface could offer quite big advantage in such a task. 
Next coverage of how well each user interface supports selected usability heuristics is 
evaluated. Privacy and social convention was left out from machine user interface as it’s 
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not really relevant for a dishwasher. Coverage of heuristics in machine user interface are 
presented in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 Heuristics covered in machine user interface 
On average Android user interface supported these heuristics better but it wasn’t 
perfect either. There were 8 disagrees in machine user interface and 4 in Android one. 
Help and documentation and error prevention were worse in Android user interface, 
otherwise Android user interface faired better or the same with heuristics. Results for 
Android user interface are presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Heuristics covered in Android user interface 
User control and freedom and flexibility and efficiency of use heuristics were 
significantly better in the Android user interface. On average Android application scores 
were one third of a grade better than machine user interface scores. Android application 
had an average of 3,7 and machine user interface had 3,4. The closest match of grade for 
Android application was agree and for machine user interface neutral but the difference 
was quite small.  
All participants said they agreed that the Android application was pleasant to use. 
Three participants agreed and one strongly agreed that remote controlling of home 
appliances with tablet computer is useful. This and findings about completion times and 
slightly better scores with heuristics support usefulness of tablet device remote 
controlling. 
There were 8 usability problems with machine user interface and 6 with the Android 
user interface. In general participants familiar with tablets but not with dishwashers had 
very few problems with the Android application and were able to perform the tasks much 
faster. On the other hand a participant with experience with dishwashers but not with 
tablets had fewer problems with the machine and most with the Android user interface. 
This was reflected in completion times, which were worse for Android application than 
the machine user interface one for that test participant 
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Test participants listed lights, air conditioners twice, dish washers, robot vacuum 
cleaners, TVs and washing machines as devices which they would like to control with a 
tablet user interface. Comments about current implementation were that the system could 
give more info of devices, like current status. One said receiving notifications when the 
machine is not functioning properly would be useful. Another one noted that the user 
interface could be optimized. There were indeed few usability problems with the tablet 
user interface so there is room for future improvement. 
The results show that a tablet user interface can offer significant improvement over the 
regular counterpart. That was especially noticeable with test participants who were 
familiar with tablets and mobile devices but didn’t have much experience with 
dishwashers. Opposite to that test participant with little knowledge of tablets but who 
was familiar with dishwashers was doing worse with the tablet user interface. Even that 
participant saw potential in such a solution and said it could be useful if that person 
would have more interest in mobile devices. 
Remote controlling with tablet devices can offer benefits to users and also raised 
several potential devices, which could be used with them. This technology could offer 
freedom, efficiency of use, speed advantage and consistency between different devices. 
But it’s important to keep the regular user interface as using tablet device as the only 
controlling option could be tricky to a person who is not familiar with mobile devices. 
6.2. Security 
Controlling home appliances via internet or trough a wireless network connection exposes 
a security threat. If an intruder gains access to the system, it can be used for deliberate 
mischief making or even an identify theft. For this reason, it is important to take security 
issues seriously and use secure wireless connection and a proper authentication 
mechanism accessing the system remotely. 
6.2.1. Access rights 
Obtaining an appropriate security level for remote device controlling in home 
environment is a complex task. Kim et al.  [2010] found out in their study that home users 
have a need for complex rights control. A complex rights control would require 
administration, but home users often lack the expertise and patience to properly take care 
of feature rich access control system [Kim et al., 2010]. This emerges a need for 
sophisticated but yet simple to use access control system. 
Many persons usually use the same home appliance, and thus it doesn’t have a clear 
owner. Yet there is need for different levels of access rights for different users or user 
groups. Besides permanents users, guests have also a need to operate appliances and also 
require specific level of access [Kim et al., 2010; Mazurek et al., 2010]. 
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In addition to the complexity of user needs, the home devices themselves might have 
support for rather high dimension of different resource types [Kim et al., 2010]. For 
example a smart TV might have storage media or cloud storage access to watch recorded 
programs, access to paid content or different allowed TV programs to watch, for example 
based on user type and TV program age rating. 
According to Kim et al. [2010] a single administrator is not sufficient for home use. In 
case that one person would be away from home there might still be need to change access 
policies. However, only trusted people should have that power. For example a small child 
could compromise the security of home device by granting rights to felons. 
6.2.2. Threats 
Smart appliances and their remote controlling enable new security threats. The technology 
itself is vulnerable but there are also indirect risks caused by remote operation of complex 
home appliances. Denning et al. [2013] have conducted an article of smart home computer 
security risks. Many of them are also applicable to remote control of complex home 
appliances. This section summarises them. 
Smart devices can reveal whether a home is occupied or not. A device might provide 
status information, or an attacker can monitor communication to a specific device. Even if 
an attacker cannot break the security key of a wireless network he or she can draw 
conclusions based on device communication activity whether someone is at home or not. 
If an attacker could break into the system, that person could cause distraction or 
financial loss. Financial loss could be caused by using heating system or air condition at 
full power when no one is at home in a form of heating or electrical bill. Any form of 
unauthorized use of appliances would scare residents when they would see appliances 
look like they would operate by themselves, when felons actually are operating them. 
 Vandalism could be caused also by denial of service or radio frequency interference. 
Engineers and designers should draw attention to making an implementation in which 
jamming the remote controlling part doesn’t hang the whole device. So if an attacker 
performs denial of service attack to an AC unit, it would still accept commands from the 
device itself. 
An attack could be targeted on a particular person or by trying to find any location 
with known software or hardware flaws by using technique called wardriving. If a 
particular person is chosen as a victim, the motive is usually a high-level goal. Table 9 
summarizes risks with different goal levels.  
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Table 9 An overview of the structure of attacks to the home ecosystem [Denning et al., 
2013] 
Controlling applications remotely allows attacks with physical consequences. In 
addition to data theft and harm, an attack could also change physical state of a system. In 
an example heating could be turned off completely during wintertime. This is a good note 
to take into account when designing requirements for access control, chosen encryption 
ways and level of control that permitted trough a remote connection. 
6.2.3. Security goals 
Complex appliance remote controlling system should be designed in a way that it tries to 
prevent human errors and devices are designed in a way that it guarantees acceptable 
security level. Denning et al. [2013]wrote an article that lists goals for smart devices: 
1. Device privacy: a smart device should not broadcast its presence. 
2. Device availability: a device should not able to made unavailable by an attack. 
3. Device operability: a device should have protection against self-destructive or 
harmful operation. 
4. Command authenticity: a device should only perform legit commands. 
5. Execution integrity: a device should not operate in a way it was not specified to 
do. 
[Denning et al., 2013] 
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heterogeneous topology and the idio-
syncrasies of its occupants—help enable 
novel or complex infection pathways. 
Mobile devices, infrastructure elec-
tronics, cyber-physical systems, guest 
devices, and machines brought home 
from work all commingle in one hodge-
podge environment, increasing the ex-
posure to compromise. Understanding 
the potential infection pathways—par-
ticularly nontraditional pathways—that 
malware might follow to compromise a 
device helps us understand its exposure 
to risk, which we use later in our charac-
terization of device risk. The Infection 
Pathways column of Table 1 provides an 
overview of the kinds of pathways that 
malware can take to infect a device in 
the home.
Entry points. There are a number of 
entry points an adversary could use to at-
tack home technologies. Electronically, 
a device on the home network might be 
compromised by a direct attack from a 
device external to the home, or compro-
mised by an infected device within the 
home (whether stationary, mobile, or be-
longing to a guest). If a device is mobile 
and connects to an infected network, 
it might become infected. Physically, a 
device might be infected by a manual 
interface such as USB or CD.5,9 Alterna-
tive physical attack vectors include: re-
ceiving an infected device as a gift; pur-
chasing a used, compromised device 
from a source such as eBay or Craigslist; 
purchasing a “new” device that has pre-
viously been purchased, infected, then 
returned; or purchasing a device that 
was infected during its manufacture.11 
Additionally, an adversary has a num-
ber of opportunities to socially engineer 
a user into installing malware, such as 
via app stores.15,21 As another vector, an 
adversary could take advantage of the 
increasing number of “prosumers”—
consumers who jailbreak their devices 
or perform similar automated modifica-
tions—whose devices allow behaviors 
that go beyond the capabilities expected 
by the manufacturer’s typical APIs and 
might not receive security software up-
dates.
Stepping back. As this survey of the at-
tack scenarios and infection pathways 
shows, the risks with computer security 
vulnerabilities in home technologies 
are quite varied and, in some cases, sig-
nificant. Here, we present a framework 
for more methodically identifying and 
prioritizing the security risks within the 
home.
Human Assets and Security Goals
To design a system for defending home 
technologies, it is necessary to under-
stand the human assets that are at stake 
and the desired security goals. We pres-
ent a casual taxonomy of goals for pro-
tecting human assets in the home (also 
shown in the Defensive Goals column 
in Table 1). The general goals of confi-
dentiality, integrity, authenticity, and 
availability are familiar security con-
cepts; we frame the goals for defending 
the home slightly differently in order to 
highlight the domain in which they are 
applied and the unusual consequences 
of security failures. This taxonomy is 
meant to approach security and privacy 
goals from a variety of perspectives, and 
as such items are not mutually exclusive.
Security failures can result in a variety 
of kinds of harm to users. It is common 
to consider harm to users in terms of fi-
nancial assets; it is less typical to consid-
er damaging users by, for example, wast-
ing their time or causing them stress. 
We suggest considering the potential 
negative impact of attacks on the follow-
ing assets (in the Human Assets column 
in Table 1): emotional well-being, finan-
cial well-being, personal data, physical 
well-being, and relationships. In addi-
tion to considering the assets of indi-
viduals, it can be beneficial to consider 
the broader assets of societal well-being 
and impact on the biosphere. The list is 
derived in part from Value Sensitive De-
sign12—an area of human-computer in-
teraction that focuses on what different 
individuals value—and in part from the 
discussion sections of papers on emerg-
ing technologies.5,7,16
Device Goals. These are security goals 
that pertain to the operation of tradi-
tional or embedded computing devices.
1. Device privacy. A device should 
avoid broadcasting or otherwise disclos-
ing its presence (for example, a wireless 
electronic adult toy, a device to treat a 
stigmatized medical condition, or an 
expensive device that is attractive to 
thieves). Example harms include: emo-
tional harm from shame or embarrass-
ment; or financial or physical harm if a 
physical break-in occurs.
2. Device availability. A device should 
not suffer malicious service interrup-
tions. In many cases, device unavailabil-
ity might only cause irritation and result 
in wasted time; however, consequences 
can range from financial (for example, 
the user cannot perform some time-crit-
ical transaction) to physical (if the user 
is unable to properly use a medical de-
vice or if a non-functioning refrigerator 
spoils food).
 ornm58 Device operability. A device should 
have protection against operating in a 
manner that could damage or destroy it-
self since the device is an investment of 
time and money.
3. Command authenticity. A device 
should only accept and send authentic 
commands that reflect the user’s inten-
Table 2. An overview of the structure of attacks to the home ecosystem.
Examples
Low-level Mechanism Altering logs Viewing data
Altering or destroying data Viewing or altering traffic
DoS attacks Viewing sensors
Using actuators
Intermediate Goals Accessing financial data Gathering incriminating data
Causing device damage Misinformation
Causing environment damage Planting fake evidence
Causing physical harm Viewing private data
Enabling physical entry
High-level Goals Blackmail Physical Theft
Espionage Resource Theft
Exposure Stalking
Extortion Terrorism
Framing Vandalism
Fraud Voyeurism
Kidnapping
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Having a security requirements and specifications is an important factor for complex 
appliance remote control. These goals mentioned earlier don’t cover the whole field, but 
instead they offer a good guideline and start point for creating requirements for such a 
system. Security matters in design are important as humans do make errors and there are 
security flaw exploiters out there. 
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7. Conclusions 
Using tablet devices to control complex home appliances proved to be useful and 
implementable option for using appliances. There were many implementations in related 
studies that proved the technological feasibility of remote controlling. The remote 
controlling is easily implementable with current technology, but taking into account 
security and privacy is important. 
The experiment conducted in this study found out that the tablet user interface could 
outperform its regular counterpart in many fields. But that was only with test users who 
had experience with mobile devices and tablet devices in general. 
The Android application implementation supported fairly well selected usability 
heuristics. Most test users agreed it supported those heuristics, but there were also 
disagreements and in some heuristics the regular user interface performed better. But on 
average the Android user interface had better coverage of those heuristics. 
One limitation of this study was the number of test participants, which was four. They 
were able to find 14 usability problems, but as Nielsen [1993]p ointed out more 
participants would give a more complete overview of possible problems. Having more 
participants would also cover more user types and thus give a broader coverage on the 
topic. 
Another limitation was the implementation, which also had usability problems. 
Having an improved user interface and doing the tests again with that one would reduce 
user interface related problems and focus the results on differences between regular and 
tablet user interface. In similar way the machine user interface had even more usability 
problems. Improving and polishing both user interfaces would give more focused results 
of tablet user interfaces compared to regular user interfaces, and not test implementation’s 
user interface usability faults against the ones of a commercial product. 
There is potential for future research for doing such an experiment with improved 
user interfaces. Tests could be run with different appliances and with real functionality, so 
remote controlling with tablet would actually control an appliance. This study didn’t 
concentrate in security and privacy matters, but if this remote controlling becomes more 
popular it’s important to also study these matters to prevent misuse.  
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